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Introduction

This is Innovative Language Learning. 

Go to InnovativeLanguage.com/audiobooks to get the lesson notes for this course and 
sign up for your FREE lifetime account. 
 

In this Advanced level series, JP and Fernando (and later Karen and Jessi) present a 

review of Spanish grammar points for the Advanced level student. More Spanish will be 

spoken throughout the series, with a little English to help with the grammar. 

Before starting the lessons, go to InnovativeLanguage.com/audiobooks to get the 
lesson notes for this course and sign up for your FREE lifetime account. 
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Formal Spanish

Representante Gracias por llamar a Aerolineas Tepito. ¿En qué le puedo ayudar?
Manuel Buenas tardes. Hablo para hacer una reservación de vuelo para dos de

San José a Cartagena.
Representante Con mucho gusto. Espere en la línea... ¿Alguna preferencia de asiento?
Manuel Si aún hay lugar en primera clase, ahí. Si no, con asiento en pasillo y en

medio. Y voy a pagar con las millas que he acumulado.
Representante Perfecto. Permítame un momento mientras veo la disponibilidad.
Manuel Gracias.

English

Representative Thanks for calling Tepito Airlines. How can I help you?
Manuel Good afternoon. I'm calling to make a flight reservation for two from

San José to Cartagena.
Representative I'll be happy to help you. Please hold. Seating preference?
Manuel If there's a spot in first class, then there. If not, a seat on the aisle and in

the center. And I'm going to pay with the miles I've accumulated.
Representative Perfect. Let me have a moment while I look at the availability.
Manuel Thank you.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

la reservación reservation noun
el asiento seat noun
el pasillo aisle noun
acumular to accumulate verb

la disponibilidad availability noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

La reservación está a mi nombre. "The reservation is under my name."
No hay asientos vacíos en el bus. "There are no empty seats in the bus."
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Prefiero un asiento en el pasillo. I prefer an aisle seat.
Los panes están en el pasillo seis. "Breads are on aisle six."
Acumuló tantas millas que le regalaron un vuelo a
Cancún.

"She accumulated so many miles that they
awarded her a flight to Cancún."

¿Qué disponibilidad tienes para trabajar con
nosotros?

"What's your availability for working with us?"

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

la reservación ("reservation") This is an important word for travel: we use it to refer to flight
reservations, hotel reservations, restaurant reservations, etc. Note Latin Americans prefer to use this
word; in Spain, people prefer to use la reserva.

el asiento ("seat") This refers to the concept of place where you sit; for the physical piece of furniture,
use la silla ("chair").

el pasillo ("aisle, hallway") This noun can refer to a "hallway" in a building, but in the context of an
airplane or grocery store, it means "aisle."

acumular ("to accumulate") We use this verb just as in English. In today's lesson, we use it with las
millas ("miles") (meaning "frequent flier miles").

la disponibilidad ("availability") This noun is related to the adjective disponible ("available").

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson is Directive Commands in the Formal Register.
Espere en la linea...
"Wait on the line."

To form directive commands in the formal register, use the present subjunctive form that corresponds
with the pronoun usted.  These forms command someone to do something; in English we often call
this the "imperative." 

Directive Command Formation

The directive command form that corresponds to the pronoun usted uses the present tense stem.  For -
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ar verbs, use -e.  For -er/-ir verbs, the ending is -a.

For verbs that are irregular in the present subjunctive, simply use the usted form.  

For Example:

Infinitive "English" Formal
Register
Command

"English"

esperar "to wait" Espere.  "Wait." 
comer "to eat" Coma. "Eat."
vivir "to live" Viva. "Live."
decir "to tell," "to

say"
Diga. "Tell."

tener "to have," "to
hold"

Tenga. "Hold."

Pronoun Suffixes

We can suffix direct and indirect object pronouns onto directive command forms. When we do, we add
an accent mark to preserve the stress of the original verb form.

For Example:

Formal Register Command "English"
Espéreme. "Wait for me."
Permítame. "Allow me."
Dígaselo.   "Tell it to him."

 

Cultural Insight

Answering the Phone in Spanish

Aló, Hola, Bueno, Sí, Buenas, Diga...these are just a few ways of answering the phone. And of course,
with Caller ID at your disposal, you can add some more color when you recognize a friend's number,
which in this case, I will refrain from giving you any ideas. In general, though, when calling a
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residence or office, the formal register is the best way to request speaking with someone. Another tip is
to ask for Mr., Mrs., Dr., or whatever title they go by. That said, if you've called in "sick" and you see
that your good friend from work is calling you, please answer formally. Your boss may just happen to
be at your friend's desk. No bueno.
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Formal Spanish

Manuel Hola mi amor. Acabo de reservar los boletos de avión.
Alicia Ay, qué bien. Muchas gracias.
Manuel De nada. De hecho nos salió barato, y salimos mañana.
Alicia Mejor aun. Entonces voy a empezar a empacar.

English

Manuel Hello, my love. I just reserved our plane tickets.
Alicia Oh, that's great. Thanks so much.
Manuel It's nothing. In fact, we got a good deal, and we leave tomorrow.
Alicia Even better. In that case, I'm going to start to pack.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
acabar to finish verb

de hecho in fact, actually phrase
salir to leave, to go out verb

empacar to pack, to wrap up verb
aun even adverb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

María y Javier acaban de venir de la tienda. "Maria and Javier just came from the store."
De hecho, no sé quién llamó. "Actually, I'm not sure who called."
Salimos esta noche. "We're going out tonight."
Quisiera que empaques bien la carne. "I want you to wrap the meat up well."
Aun los tontos lo saben. "Even a fool knows that."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

LC: R_S1L2_012710         © www.SpanishPod101.com - All Rights Reserved          2010-01-27
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acabar ("to finish")
We commonly use this verb in the formula acabar de + infinitive, meaning "to have just done
something."

de hecho ("in fact") 
Depending on the context, we can translate this expression as "in fact," "actually," or even "as a matter
of fact."

salir ("to go out") 
The core meaning of this verb is "to exit"; however, depending on context, it can also mean "to date" or
"to turn out."

aún ("still," "yet")
This adverb is a more formal version of the more common synonym todavía.

empacar ("to pack")
This is an important travel-related verb. Some speakers prefer the synonymous verbal phrase hacer la
maleta.

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Discussing Actions We Just Completed. 
Acabo de reservar los boletos de avión
"I just reserved the plane tickets."

In Spanish, we use the formula acabar de + infinitive to express an action that we just recently
completed. Use of this formula in the present tense roughly corresponds to the use of "just" with the
simple past tense or with the use of the present perfect tense. 

 

To express an idea in the recent past, conjugate acabar in the present tense. Then add de and the
infinitive of the action you wish to express. Note that we conjugate acabar as a regular -ar verb.

 

For Example:
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1. Acabo de comer. 
"I just ate."

2. Acabas de comer. 
"You just ate."

3. Acaba de comer.
"He/she/it just ate." 

4. Acabamos de comer.
"We just ate."

5. Acabáis de comer. 
"You all just ate."

6. Acaban de comer. 
"They/you all just ate."

Sample Sentences

1. Ella acaba de      comer. 
"She just ate." ("just" + simple past) 
"She has just eaten." ("just" + present perfect)

2. Espera un momento, acabo de llegar.
"Wait a moment, I just arrived."
"Wait a moment, I have just arrived." 

 

Cultural Insight

Will You Get the Green Light While Traveling in Mexico?

One of the many attractions upon entering Mexico through air from another country is that you get to
play "stoplight." (Diplomats need not read any further.) This game consists of the following: 1) you
land; 2) head toward immigration and show your passport; 3) once your passport is stamped, pick up
your luggage; 3) head toward customs. And this is where the fun starts. While they are scanning your
bag, you are asked to press a button on a miniature stoplight. The red will (obviously) indicate a search
while green will set you free to enjoy all Mexico has to offer. "Where's the yellow?" Really? I'm not
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going to answer that one, at least not in this lesson. Happy travels.
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Formal Spanish

Alicia ¿Crees que debo llevar dos maletas o tres?
Manuel Debes llevar una maleta por día. Entonces lleva diez maletas.
Alicia No seas chistoso. Es una pregunta seria.
Manuel Sólo te digo que no lleves mucha ropa porque hace mucho calor.

English

Alicia Do you think I should take two suitcases or three?
Manuel You should take one suitcase for each day. Therefore, take ten suitcases.
Alicia Don't be funny. It's a serious question.
Manuel I'm only telling you not to bring too much clothing because it's very hot.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

deber ought to, to owe verb
llevar to take verb

chistoso funny adjective
serio serious, grave adjective

hacer calor to be hot (weather) phrase

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Debemos comprar libros. "We should buy books."
Llévate un paraguas, si no te vas a arrepentir. "Take an umbrella; if not, you'll be sorry."
¿Comida para llevar? "Food to go?"
La obra es chistosa. "The show is funny."
Ella es una persona muy seria. "She's a very serious person."
¡Hace calor! Quítate tu chaqueta. "It's hot! Take off your jacket."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

LC: R_S1L3_021010         © www.SpanishPod101.com - All Rights Reserved          2010-02-10
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deber ("should," "ought to;" "to owe")
When we use it as a main verb with a direct object, deber means "to owe." We use it more often,
however, as a modal verb, followed directly by an infinitive; in this case, we translate deber as
"should" or "ought to."

llevar ("to take") 
This verb has several senses in Spanish depending on the context, but its primary sense is "to take."

chistoso ("funny")
This adjective is "funny" in the sense of "humorous" or "amusing."

serio ("serious")
We use this adjective the same way as its English equivalent in its various senses (e.g., "grave,"
"important," "sobering," etc.).

hacer calor ("to be hot") 
This phrase refers to ambient temperature conditions, and we use it exclusively to talk about the
weather. Remember that several weather-related phrases begin with hacer ("to do," "to make").

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Formation of the Present Subjunctive.
Sólo te digo que no lleves mucha ropa... 
"I'm just telling you not to bring too many clothes..." 

We use the present subjunctive mood in nominal subordinate clauses when certain actions trigger it in
the main clause. In the example from the dialogue today, we have a reported command; this is a trigger
phrase of influence. 

For Example:

1. Sólo te digo que no lleves mucha ropa...
"I'm only telling you not to bring a lot of clothes..."

The implied command that is being reported is "don't bring a lot of clothes." He reports this command
to her by starting the sentence sólo te digo que..., ("I'm just telling you that..."). Since reported
commands require the subjunctive, the subsequent subordinate clause will have the present subjunctive
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form of the verb llevar: Sólo te digo que no lleves mucha ropa...

The most common translation for this sample sentence is "I'm only telling you not to bring a lot of
clothes..."; however, a more literal translation of the grammar is this: "I'm only saying to you that you
not bring a lot of clothes." Using this literal translation, we can see how we conjugate llevar ("to
bring") into the second person singular of the present subjunctive.

Forming the Present Subjunctive 

To form the present subjunctive of regular verbs, follow the following steps. 

Step 1: Find the present subjunctive stem. It will be the same stem as the present indicative first person
singular (yo) form, minus the -o.

 

Infinitive Present Indicative 
yo Form

Present 
Subjunctive Stem

comer como com-
vivir vivo viv-
cantar canto cant-
decir digo dig-
tener tengo teng-
salir salir salg-

Step 2: Add the following endings to the present subjunctive stem:

For -er and -ir verbs:

-a -amos
-as -áis
-a -an

For -ar verbs: 

-e -emos
-es -éis
-s -en

LC: R_S1L3_021010         © www.SpanishPod101.com - All Rights Reserved          2010-02-10
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Step 3: Reverse any diphthongizations that might have taken place in the nosotros and vosotros forms: 

Infinitive Present Subjunctive
yo Form

Present Subjunctive 
nosotros Form

pensar piense pensemos
morir muera moramos
cerrar cierre cerremos
jugar juegue juguemos

 

Cultural Insight

You may ask yourself: 'Wait. Aren't all Spanish speaking countries warm to hot throughout the year?'
Yeah... Nope. Now I know many of you reading this know that there are varying climates throughout
the Spanish speaking countries but it's always good to reiterate the wonderful climate diversity. Even
where I come from (Northern Mexico) we have a plethora of climates. In one single state! From
tropical, to freezing cold, to hot, to snow, to wonderful fall weather (whatever that might mean.) In
Bogotá you'll experience a pretty mild climate throughout the year, divided in two seasons: rainy, and
dry.

As for South of the equator, the seasons there are flipped. That is, when it's summer in the northern
part of the Western Hemisphere, it is winter in countries such as Chile, Paraguay, Argentina and
Uruguay. So if you live in the US and want to get away from the cold of winter, a good place to head
to might be Punta del Este in Uruguay. Just a thought. 
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Formal Spanish

Alicia Buenos días. ¿Podemos documentar aquí afuera o debemos hacerlo
adentro? Son sólo tres maletas.

Portador de
equipaje

Claro, lo puede hacer aquí.

Alicia Muchas gracias por su ayuda. Aquí tiene para sus refrescos. Hasta luego.
Portador de
equipaje

Muy amable. Que tengan buen viaje.

English

Alicia Good morning. Can we check in out here, or do we have to do it inside?
It's only three suitcases.

Porter Of course you can do it out here.
Alicia Thank you very much for your help. This is to get something to drink.

See you later.
Porter That's kind of you; have a good trip.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

documentar to document, to check in verb
la ayuda help noun

Aquí tiene. Here, take this. phrase
el refresco soft drink noun

Que tenga buen viaje. Have a good trip. phrase

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Voy a documentar todos los comentarios para
después compartirlos.

"I'm going to document all the commentaries in
order to share them later."

Su ayuda es muy importante para los niños pobres."Your help is very important to the poor children."
Aquí tiene su orden de tacos. "Here's your taco order."
¿Qué tipo de refrescos tienes? "What kind of soft drinks do you have?"

LC: R_S1L4_022410         © www.SpanishPod101.com - All Rights Reserved          2010-02-24
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Que tengan buen viaje. "Have a good trip."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

documentar ("to document," "to check in (luggage)")
This verb is usually "to document," but in Mexico we can also use it to mean "to check luggage."

la ayuda ("help")
This noun is related to the verb ayudar, meaning "to help."

Aquí tiene. ("Here, take this.") 
This phrase literally means "Here you have..." and we use it when handing an object to someone and
telling them to take it.

el refresco ("soft drink") 
This noun refers to carbonated refreshments served cold.

Que tengan buen viaje. ("Have a nice trip.") 
We use this phrase to wish someone well in their travels.

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Modal Verbs Poder and Deber.
¿Podemos documentar aquí afuera o debemos hacerlo adentro? 
"Can we check bags out here, or should we do it inside?" 

The modal verbs poder and deber are auxiliary verbs that express ability and necessity,
respectively. They are most often followed directly by an infinitive.

The Verb Poder

This verb literally means "to be able." When we conjugate it in the present tense, we most often
translate it as "can."
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For Example:

1. Él no te puede ayudar.  
"He cannot help you."

2. No pudimos ver nada. 
"We weren't able to see anything."

Here is the conjugation of the verb poder in the present tense, imperfect tense, and preterit tense.

Present Tense Imperfect Tense Preterit Tense
puedo podía pude
puedes podías pudiste
puede podía pudo
podemos podíamos pudimos
podéis podíais pudisteis
pueden podían pudieron

The Verb Deber

This verb literally means "to owe." When we conjugate it in the present tense, we most often translate it
as "should" or "ought to."

For Example:

1. Él no te debe ayudar.  
"He should not help you."

2. No debíamos haber entrado. 
"We shouldn't have gone inside."

Here is the conjugation of the verb deber in the present tense and imperfect tense.

Present Tense Imperfect Tense
debo debía
debes debías
debe debía
debemos debíamos
debéis debíais
deben debían

LC: R_S1L4_022410         © www.SpanishPod101.com - All Rights Reserved          2010-02-24
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Cultural Insight

Who and How Much Should You Tip in a Spanish-Speaking Country?

Tipping in Spanish-speaking countries varies enormously. Where the restaurant rule of thumb in
countries such as the United States ranges between a steady fifteen percent to twenty percent, in some
countries, a tip may not be totally expected. For example, in Colombia, a restaurant will usually
include a ten percent tip in your bill but if you so choose, you can have it taken off because it is
optional. This rule also applies to upper-scale restaurants. In other countries, such as Mexico, a ten
percent to fifteen percent tip is generally expected at restaurants. The same goes for valet parking and
baggage handlers at the airport. Throughout parking lots in Mexico, you'll commonly encounter people
helping you back out of a space, and there perhaps some change will suffice. However, if you believe
your service was beyond extraordinary, then tip as you see fit. Generosity knows no boundaries.

-fernando@spanishpod101.com
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Formal Spanish

Alicia ¿Ya estás listo para ir al teatro?
Jaime Me falta ponerme los zapatos.
Alicia ¿Por qué has tardado tanto?
Jaime Porque quiero verme igual de bien que tú.
Alicia Vas a necesitar más que un par de zapatos para eso.

English

Alicia Are you ready to go to the theater?
Jaime I just have to put on my shoes.
Alicia Why has it taken you so long?
Jaime Because I want to look as good as you.
Alicia You're going to need more than a pair of shoes for that.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

faltar to lack, to be missing verb
tardar to get delayed, to take a

long time
verb

tanto so much, so many adjective
necesitar to need verb

poner los zapatos to put on one's shoes phrase

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

A mi café le falta azúcar. "My coffee is missing sugar."
A Jorge le hacen falta unos zapatos nuevos. "Jorge needs a new pair of shoes."
Tardaste mucho para terminar el examen. "You took a long time to finish the test."
En mi casa hay tantas sillas como en tu casa. "In my house there are as many chairs as in your

house."
Todas la mañanas necesito tomar un café. "Every morning, I need to drink coffee."
Ponte los zapatos cómodos porque vamos a "Put on your comfortable shoes, because we are

LC: R_S1L5_031010         © www.SpanishPod101.com - All Rights Reserved          2010-03-10
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caminar bastante. going to walk a lot."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

faltar ("to be lacking to (someone)," "to be missing to (someone)" 
This verb does not have an exact equivalent in English; we often translate it as "to need," but it works
very differently in terms of grammar. See the Grammar Links section for more details.

tardar ("to get delayed," "to take a long time") 
This verb does not have an exact equivalent in English. It is sometimes followed by the preposition en
when an infinitive follows: for example, tardar en llegar, which means "to get delayed in arriving,"
and tardar en prepararse, which means "to take a long time to get ready."

tanto ("so much," "as much") 
This adjective indicates a relatively large amount or number. We sometimes use it adverbially in
comparisons of equality with como: for example, tanto como ("as much as," "as many as").

necesitar ("to need")

poner los zapatos ("to put shoes on") 
To put on one's own shoes, use the reflexive ponerse los zapatos.

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Verb Faltar. 
Me falta ponerme los zapatos.
"I just have to put on my shoes." 

Today's topic is the verb faltar ("to lack," "to be missing"). We often use this verb with indirect object
pronouns, much the same way as we use gustarse ("to be pleasing to oneself") and dolerse ("to hurt
oneself"). Recall that the personal pronouns we use are me, te, le, nos, os, and les.

W must translate the verb faltar ("to lack") figuratively to get the desired meaning in the context where
we are using it.

Formation

LC: R_S1L5_031010         © www.SpanishPod101.com - All Rights Reserved          2010-03-10
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There is one thing to note about the verb faltar ("to lack") when combined with a direct object
pronoun. We must conjugate the verb faltar according to what it is that is lacking, not according to
who is lacking that thing. We see the same issue with verbs such as gustar ("to be pleasing"). See the
Grammar Bank item gustar for further information.

Singular

Spanish "English"
Me falta "I lack"
Te falta "you lack"
Le falta "he/she lacks"
Nos falta "we lack"
Os falta "you all lack"
Les falta "they lack"

Plural

Spanish "English"
Me faltan "I lack"
Te faltan "you lack"
Le faltan "he/she lacks"
Nos faltan "we lack"
Os faltan "you all lack"
Les faltan "they lack"

Sample Sentences

1. Me falta cenar.
"I haven't eaten dinner yet."

2. Te faltan treinta pesos para comprar la entrada.
"You need thirty pesos to buy the ticket."

3. ¿Le falta algo, señor?
"Do you need something, sir?"

4. Les faltan materiales para acabar con la construcción.
"They lack/need materials to finish construction."
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Cultural Insight

A Call to Action for Latin American Men

Seriously, women will always look better than men. Hats off to the female gender... All kidding aside,
Latin American women, in many of their outings (e.g., to the supermarket, any meal, shopping,
church, among others) have a tendency to get dolled up. This means looking goo...er, great! On the
other hand, we men we can still somehow get by without spending the time to look quite so nice. That
said, we should take a page out of the women's playbook. Wait...I'm not saying we should start
wearing pumps and eyeliner, but taking a bit more care of our image can only be an improvement.
Right? 

-fernando@SpanishPod101.com
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Formal Spanish

Elena Me dio mucho gusto saludarte. Te paso a mi marido ahora.
Beto Hola compadre. ¿Cómo han...
Elena Por favor dile al compadre que ya envié el regalo.
Beto Dice Elena que le encanta interrumpirme.
Elena ¡No es cierto! Mira, sólo dile lo que te dije cuando tengas tiempo. ¡Pero

te acuerdas!

English

Elena It was so good to say hello to you. I'll give the phone to my husband
now.

Beto Hello, buddy. How have...
Elena Please tell your buddy that I've already sent the gift.
Beto Elena says she loves to interrupt me.
Elena That's not true! Look, just tell him what I said when you have time. But

remember!

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
saludar to say hello, to send one's

regards
verb

pasar to pass, to go by, to come
by

verb

el compadre pal, friend, godfather of
one's child

noun

encantar to love, to enchant verb
acordarse to remember verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Salúdale a tu hermano de mi parte. "Say hello to your brother for me."
Te vi ayer, pero estuve demasiado apurada para "I saw you yesterday, but I was in too much of a
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saludar. hurry to say hello."
Pásame la sal y la pimienta, por favor. "Pass me the salt and pepper, please."
Yo paso mucho tiempo con mi familia. "I pass a lot of time with my family."
¡Hola, compadre! ¿Cómo te ha ido? "Hey there, pal! How has it been going?"
Te encanta la música latinoamericana. "You love Latin American music."
No me acordé de la respuesta correcta en el
examen.

"I couldn’t remember the correct answer on the
test."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

pasar ("to pass")
In its literal sense, we use pasar for the action of passing an object like the telephone in this lesson's
dialogue. However, we often use pasar in a figurative sense, as in "to pass time." In many instances,
events "come to pass," and in this sense we use pasar as "to happen" or "to occur."

el compadre ("pal," "buddy," "friend," "godfather of one's child") 
We use this title casually among male friends. Literally, it is "co-father," which is the godfather of one's
child; however, this literal usage is becoming more rare. The feminine equivalent is la comadre ("pal,"
"friend," "godmother of one's child"). 

encantar ("to enchant")
We most often translate this verb as "to love" in English. It is grammatically like the verb gustar ("to
like") in that we must use it with indirect object pronouns (me, te, le, nos, os, les).

acordarse ("to remember")
We commonly use this verb with the preposition de when an object follows. In the dialogue, Elena
gives the command ¡Pero te acuerdas! ("But remember!"): we can translate this into English as "Just
don't forget!"

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Subjunctive Mood for Future Actions.
...sólo dile lo que te dije cuando tengas tiempo.
"...just tell him what I said when you have time." 

We use the subjunctive mood in relative clauses when the action is in conjecture. This lesson will
explain the use of the subjunctive for actions that happen in the future. In these cases, the relative
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clause will be conjoined to the independent clause with the relative pronouns cuando ("when"), en
cuanto ("when," "as soon as"), tan pronto como ("when," "as soon as"), and the like.

For Example: 

1. Por favor llámame cuando tengas un momento libre.
"Please call me when you have a free moment."

2. Total te lo voy a contar cuando vengas a mi oficina.
"I'll tell you everything when you come to my office."

 

In each of these examples, the relative clauses are conjoined by the relative pronoun cuando
("when"). In both cases, the actions in the relative clauses are future actions (i.e., having a free
moment, coming to my office). Therefore, we use the present subjunctive in the relative clauses: 
tengas ("you have") (present subjunctive of the verb tener ("to have") and vengas ("you come")
(present subjunctive of the verb venir ("to come").

Note that the relative pronoun cuando itself does not trigger the subjunctive in all cases. In instances
when the relative action is in the past, we use the indicative mood.

For Example: 

1. Me llamó cuando tuvo un momento libre. 
"She called me when she had a moment free."

2. Total te lo conté cuando viniste a mi oficina.
"I told you everything when you came to my office."

In these examples, we use the same verbs tener and venir, but they are not future actions; therefore, we
do not use the subjunctive mood. Instead, we employ the appropriate past tense in the indicative mood
(in the case of these examples, the preterit tense).

 

Sample Sentences
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1. Comeremos en cuanto llegue tu hermana. 
"We will eat as soon as your sister arrives." 

2. Saca una foto tan pronto como él salga del baño.
"Take a picture as soon as he steps out of the bathroom."

3. Todos habremos muerto cuando se extinga el sol.
"By the time the sun is extinguished, we will all have died." 

 

Cultural Insight

Ways to Answer (or not to Answer) the Phone in Spanish

¿Bueno?; ¿Hola?; Diga; Buenos(as) días/tardes/noches... Yes, these are all ways of answering the
phone in Spanish. Naturally, translated to English, they may seem a bit silly. Especially the first one:
[ring ring, pick up...] "Good?" Yeah, not happening. Nowadays though, because of
telecommunications technology, we now know who's calling. Therefore, this lends itself to some more
humorous phone greetings, especially with the opposite sex.

For Example: 

1. Buenas tardes. Fábrica de muñecas(os), habla el molde.
"Good afternoon. Doll factory, this is the mold speaking."

Fine, the joke might be lost on a few, but I'm not advocating this sole example. Feel free to come up
with your own witty phone greeting. I'm sure humor is always appreciated. Well, at least when done
gracefully and in the right moment... Geez! I sound like my parents! 

-fernando@spanishpod101.com
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Spanish

Ernesto ¿Sabe cómo llego a la estación de tren?
Taxista Sí joven. Se va todo derecho por esta calle y dos semáforos después da

vuelta a la izquierda. Ahí estará a unos cuantos metros a mano derecha.
Ernesto ¿Y ahí está la estación?
Taxista Tan joven y con amnesia. Sí, ahí está. Recuerde que para eso le di

indicaciones.

English

Ernesto Do you know how I get to the train station?
Taxi driver Yes, sir. You go straight down this road, and after two stoplights turn

left. From there it will be a few meters away on the right-hand side.
Ernesto And that's where the station is?
Taxi driver So young and with amnesia. Yes, it's there. Remember, that's why I gave

you directions.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

el semáforo stoplight, traffic light noun
derecho straight adverb

dar vuelta to turn phrase
la amnesia amnesia noun
la izquierda left adverb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Los semáforos no estan sincronizados. "The traffic lights are not synchronized."
Sigue derecho y vas a ver el restaurante al lado de
la galería.

"Keep going straight and you'll see the restaurant
next to the gallery."

Al llegar a la calle principal, das vuelta a la
izquierda.

"Upon arriving at the main street, you turn left."

El choque fue tan fuerte que le dio amnesia por "The crash was so strong that it gave him amnesia
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unos días. for a few days."
El partido de los liberales suele considerarse de la
izquierda.

"The liberal party often considers itself as the left."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

el semáforo ("stoplight," "traffic light")
These, as well as los topes ("speed bumps") and las glorietas ("traffic circles," "roundabouts") are used
to control traffic throughout the Spanish-speaking world.

derecho ("straight")
Do not confuse this adverb with similar sounding adverb derecha ("right," "right hand") and noun el
derecho ("the right," "the law").

dar vuelta ("to make a turn," "to take a turn")  
This verbal expression is useful for giving directions.

la amnesia ("amnesia")  
This is the medical term for memory loss.

la izquierda ("left," "left side")  
As a noun (preceded by the article la - "the"), this denotes the left side or left part of an object or
area. Note that this can also denote the political left.

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Reflexive Construction for Indefinite Subjects.
Se va todo derecho por esta calle...
"You go straight down this road..." 

We often casually refer to the reflexive construction for sentences with indefinite subjects as the
impersonal se or passive se. There is no grammatically equivalent construction in English. See below
for details on how to form the construction. 

In some cases, the subject is indefinite; that is to say, the speaker is not referring to a specific person or
group of people but rather to everybody in general. Notice that the grammatical subject is null. 
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For Example:

1. Se puede entrar por allí.
"One can enter through there."

In other cases, the grammatical subject is both the grammatical subject and object due to the reflexive
construction. The effect, however, is that the actor of the sentence is indefinite. 

For Example:

1. El café se sirve con leche y azucar.
"Coffee is served with milk and sugar."

The literal gloss of this sentence is something like "coffee serves itself with milk and sugar." Notice
that although coffee is the grammatical subject, the actual actor (i.e., the person or persons who carry
out the action "to serve"), is indefinite. 

Note that this construction also works in the plural: 

1. Se añaden verduras y arroz.
"One adds vegetables and rice."

In translation, the reflexive construction for sentences with indefinite subjects can come out in various
ways: 

 

For Example:

El café se sirve con leche y azucar.
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Possible translations:

1. "Coffee is served with milk and sugar." 
This translation is a passive voice construction; it's arguably the most natural translation for this
particular sentence. 

2. "One serves coffee with milk and sugar."
This is the indefinite "one"; it's an adequate translation but has a formal tone and is not common
in spoken English.

3. "You serve coffee with milk and sugar."
Grammatically, this is second person; however, the function of "you" is not necessarily directed
toward the listener. Instead, it implies a general rule. In colloquial American English, people may
pronounce this "you" as [ya]. 

4. "We serve coffee with milk and sugar."
Grammatically this is first person plural; however, depending on the tone of voice and delivery of
the speaker, we can take this "we" to mean "everyone in the world." People often perceive this
use of "we" as condescending.

5. "They serve coffee with milk and sugar."
Grammatically, this is the third person plural; however, it is common to hear the indefinite "they"
as a way to make the action seem like general knowledge.

 

For Example:

Se dice que nadie muere de hambre.

Possible translations:

1. "It is said that no one dies of hunger."
2. "One says that no one dies of hunger."
3. "They say that no one dies of hunger."

Here, the indefinite "they" is arguably the most natural English translation.
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Regardless of translation, we express the same idea in Spanish with a reflexive construction.

 

Formation 

Use the pronoun se with a third person singular verb to construct sentences where the grammatical
subject is null.

 

For Example:

1. Se estudia mucho en la universidad.
"One studies a lot in the university." 

2. Se puede entrar por allí.
"One can enter through there."

 

For sentences with indefinite subjects where there is a direct object, use se as well. The direct object
will double as the grammatical subject. Note that the verb will be in the third person and will agree
with in number with the subject/object.

1. No se ve nada.
"Nothing is seen." (i.e., "We can't see anything.")

2. Las cáscaras de las nueces no se comen.
"The shells of nuts are not eaten." (i.e., "Don't eat the nut shells.")

 

Sample Sentences
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1. Se ve el mar.
"You can see the ocean."

2. No se ve el cielo.
"You can't see the sky."

3. Se puede entrar por allí.
"One can enter through there."

4. Se estudia mucho en la universidad. 
"One studies a lot in the university."

5. Se necesita sal para cocinar.
"One needs salt in order to cook."

6. Se añaden verduras y arroz.
"One adds vegetables and rice."

7. No se sabe cuando vaya a volver. 
"No one knows when she'll return." 

8. No se hace este tipo de pregunta.
"Don't ask that kind of question." 

 

Cultural Insight

Happy (Latin American) Trails to You!

Planes, trains, and automobiles. Let's remove trains and replace them with buses. (We can keep Steve
Martin and John Candy). Unfortunately, trains are a rare form of public or private transportation in
Latin America; not so in Spain, based on their more than competent partnership with the European
train system.

But let's focus on Spanish-speaking America. While trains were once the best means of commercial,
private, and public transportation, now they have been relegated to the antiques department and/or
solely specific commerce. There has been a lack of both technological and infrastructural
improvements in the railroad system for over fifty years. An underlying effect of this has been a steady
increase in the cost of air transportation within these countries (i.e., Mexican air travel can be equal in
cost to or more expensive than a transatlantic flight from New York City). Although I must admit I am
somewhat biased, one of the best train routes in Mexico is that of the CH-P, which begins in the city of
Chihuahua and traverses the Sierra Tarahumara, making stops at various towns and points of interest
(e.g., Copper Canyons, Batopilas, and Creel) until it reaches the Pacific coast. It is utterly beautiful-so
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much so that it is a big tourist attraction for many Europeans.

As for buses, those meant for long trips are top-notch. They truly are similar to those you ride in
Europe. Do not equate the quality with cross-state buses in the United States; those are at the bottom of
the bus quality scale. (I just made up that scale.)

Happy Trails!

-fernando@spanishpod101.com 
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Spanish

Luis Oye Gloria, tómanos una foto porfas.
Gloria Sí, pero acomódense bien para que salga la estatua.
Luis Sí, acérquense a mí.
Gloria No seas payaso Luis. Me refiero a la estatua de verdad.

English

Luis Hey, Gloria, take a picture for us please.
Gloria Yes, but arrange yourselves well so that the statue comes out.
Luis Yes, get closer to me.
Gloria Don't be a clown, Luis. I'm referring to the actual statue.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

la estatua statue noun
acomodar to adjust, to make

comfortable, to arrange
verb

el payaso clown noun
referirse to refer to verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

La estatua de David en Florencia es
impresionante.

"The statue of David in Florence is impressive."

Ya me acomodé en la sala. "I've made myself comfortable in the room
already."

Deja de andar de payaso. "Quit clowning around."
¿A qué se refiere el profesor? "What is the teacher referring to?"

Vocabulary Phrase Usage
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acomodar ("to adjust," "to make comfortable," "to arrange")
This verb is highly dependent on the context for translation. In this lesson's dialogue, the definition "to
arrange" is most suitable, as it refers to people arranging themselves for a photo.

la estatua ("statue") 
This noun refers to the three-dimensional art form.

el payaso ("clown") 
This noun refers to both the circus character as well as the insult used for a foolish person.

referirse ("to refer")
This verb is always found in the reflexive and is commonly followed by a ("to").

 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Subjunctive in Clauses of Purpose. 
...Acomódense bien para que salga la estatua.
"...Arrange yourselves well so that the statue comes out."

The subjunctive mood is always required in subordinate clauses of purpose. These phrases are signaled
by the prepositions para que, de modo que, de tal manera que, de manera que, and a fin de que, all of
which we can translate as "so that."

When the main clause is in the present tense, the subordinate clause will be in the present subjunctive. 

For Example:

1. Cocino para que tengamos qué comer.
"I cook so that we'll have something to eat."

2. No te lo escribo de modo que nadie lo encuentra luego.
"I'm not writing it for you so that no one can find it later on." 

 

When the main clause is in a past tense, the subordinate clause will be in the imperfect subjunctive. 
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For Example:

1. Me lo hizo ayer para que yo no tuviera que volver a hacerlo.
"He did it for me yesterday so that I wouldn't have to do it again."

2. Siempre los decía toda la verdad de manera que ellos aprendiera a ser honestos.
"He always told them the whole truth so that they would learn to be honest."

 

Cultural Insight

Tell Me a Colorful Mexican Story

Let's pretend, just for the sake of pretending, that this dialogue was part of a TV show. And to continue
for the sake of pretending, let's say that this show was being broadcast in Mexico in oh, late 1946.
(Work with me here.) So it's a black and white broadcast you're thinking of... Nope! Don't think so.
The father of color television is actually Mexican. His name is Guillermo González Camarena, and he
was a mechanical engineer who in 1946 transmitted the first color images from his lab.

Now his first official television broadcast wasn't until 1963, but for the sake of the previous fictional
part of the story, it works better if I say 1946. You could say I was just adding some color to the
narrative.

-fernando@spanishpod101.com 
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Spanish

Adrian ¿Alguien sabe hablar otro idioma que no sea español o inglés?
Will Yo, pero cobro caro por mis servicios.
Adrian ¿Ah sí? Antes que nada, ¿qué otros idiomas hablas y cuánto cobras?
Will Hablo Espanglish. Y cobro como unos cuarenta dolares la hora.
Adrian Y por eso me sigues pidiendo dinero...

English

Adrian Does anyone know how to speak another language besides Spanish and
English?

Will I do, but I charge a lot for my services.
Adrian Oh yeah? First of all, which other languages do you speak, and how

much do you charge?
Will I speak Spanglish. And I charge forty dollars an hour.
Adrian And that's why you're always asking me for money...

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
el idioma language noun

pedir to ask for, to request verb
cobrar to charge verb

antes que nada before anything else, first of
all

phrase

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

¿Cuántos idiomas quisieras aprender? "How many languages would you like to learn?"
Pediste un plato de arroz con pollo. "You asked for a plate of rice with chicken."
Vamos a este bar, no cobran la entrada. "Let's go to  this bar; it doesn't charge a cover."
Antes que nada, debemos decidir adónde
queremos ir.

"Before anything else, we have to decide where we
want to go."
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Vocabulary Phrase Usage

el idioma ("language")
This word refers to oral and written communications systems, such as Spanish and English. For
"language" in the sense of terminology or jargon, use the word el lenguaje.

antes que nada... ("before anything else...")
We use this phrase to describe the first step in a plan of action.

cobrar ("to charge") 
We commonly use this verb to talk about prices.

pedir ("to ask for," "to request")
Do not confuse this verb with preguntar ("to ask (a question).")

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Subjunctive in Adjectival Clauses.
¿Alguien sabe hablar otro idioma que no sea español o inglés? 
"Does anyone know another language besides Spanish or English?" 

We use the subjunctive in an adjectival subordinate clause when the noun it is modifying is indefinite.

For Example:

1. Busco una mujer que me quiera.
"I'm looking for a woman who will love me."

In this example, una mujer ("a woman") is an unknown woman; the speaker does not have a specific
woman in mind. Therefore, we use the subjunctive mood: que me quiera ("that she loves me").

For Example: 

1. Necesitamos un libro que no sea aburrido.
"We need a book that's not boring."
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In this example, the speaker does not have a particular book in mind; it is indefinite. They will take
any book, so long as it's not a boring one.

Sample Sentences

1. Prefiero un carro cuyo motor no explote.
"I prefer a car whose motor does not explode."

2. Le pedí un vuelo que no fuera muy caro.
"I asked her for a flight that wasn't too expensive."

3. Escríbeme una frase que no esté llena de errores.
"Write me a sentence that's not full of errors."

Cultural Insight

How Many Languages Do Native Spanish Speakers Know?

Bilingual education in Spanish-speaking countries is what we could say "a given." In some instances,
certain countries' regions even learn three languages. The Spanish Catalonian region comes to mind:
Spanish is the official language, Catalan is the regional language, and a third language, such as French
or English, is often taught. In Brazil, especially the regions bordering Spanish-speaking countries (i.e.,
Argentina or Paraguay), Portuguese is the first language and Spanish is the second language,
relegating English to the third spot.

Highlighting this linguistic element is that these languages are taught at a very young age in
Spanish-speaking countries, whereas in the United States, students learn such second languages in the
adolescent years (think Advanced Placement courses in high school.) So don't be surprised if some
Spanish speaker you encounter on the street understands your English. 

-fernando@spanishpod101.com
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Spanish

Loreta Necesito saber si aun hay boletos para el concierto.
Gabriela Pues soy la última persona que te podría decir si hay o no. Cómo siento

no trabajar en la taquilla del evento.
Loreta Uy, pues entonces entonces le voy a preguntar a alguien más.
Gabriela Sería un paso positivo.
Loreta Tu sarcasmo me encanta. [Risas.]

English

Loreta I need to know whether there are still tickets for the concert.
Gabriela Well, I'm the last person who would be able to tell you whether there are

or not. So, sorry, I don't work in the ticket office.
Loreta Yikes. Well, then I'm going to ask someone else.
Gabriela That would be a positive step.
Loreta I love your sarcasm.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
el boleto ticket noun
sentir to feel, to sense, to be sorry verb

la taquilla ticket window, ticket sales
area

noun

el paso step noun
el sarcasmo sarcasm noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Acabo de comprar un boleto. Estuvo bien caro. "I just bought a ticket. It was really expensive."
Siento la perdida de tu tío. "I'm sorry about the loss of your uncle."
Voy a sentir dolor. "I'm going to feel pain."
Sentió bien estar con mi familia. "It felt good to be with my family."
Tenemos que recoger los boletos en la taquilla. "We have to pick up the tickets at the ticket
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window."
Das un paso hacia adelante pero luego das cinco
pasos para atrás.

"You take one step forward, but then you take five
steps back."

El sarcasmo es bueno en cantidades pequeñas. "Sarcasm is good in small quantities."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

el boleto ("ticket")
This noun refers to tickets of many kinds (e.g., bus tickets, train tickets, concert tickets), especially in
Latin America.

sentir ("to feel," "to feel sorry," "to sense")
This verb has different meanings depending on the context.

la taquilla ("ticket office," "box office")
This noun describes the location of ticket sales, be they in a booth, at a window, online, etc.

el paso ("step") 
This word means both "step" in the literal sense as well as in the many figurative meanings (i.e., a step
in a process, a development in a story, etc.) It can also mean "pass," as in a "mountain pass."

el sarcasmo ("sarcasm")
This noun refers to ironic language we can use to convey scorn. 

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Verb Poder in the Conditional.
Pues soy la última persona que te podría decir si hay o no.
"Well, I'm the last person who could tell you whether there are or not." 

The modal verb poder means "to be able." It is usually followed directly by an infinitive in Spanish,
and when we use it in the present tense, we often translate the resulting phrase with the English modal
"can." 

For Example: 

1. Ella puede enseñarte a cantar.
"She is able to teach you how to sing."; "She can teach you to sing."
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When conjugated in the conditional tense, we most often translate poder as "could."

For Example:

1. Si quisieras, ella podría enseñarte a cantar. 
"If you wanted, she could teach you to sing."

Formation: Poder in the Conditional Tense

Spanish "English"
podría  "I could"
podrías  "you could"
podría  "he could," "she   could," "it could;" "you could"

(formal)
podríamos  "we could"
podríais  "you all could" (familiar, Spain)
podrían  "they could"; "you all could"

Sample Sentences

1. Podría esperarme hasta las cinco para comer pero no es conveniente.
"She could wait for me until five o'clock to eat, but it's not convenient."

2. ¿Podrías pasarle el salero a tu hermana?
"Could you pass the salt shaker to your sister?"

3. Ella podría conseguirnos una buena tarifa en el hotel.
"She could get us a good rate at the hotel."

4. Podríamos limpiar la casa en dos horas si no nos distraemos.
"We could clean the house in two hours if you don't distract us."

5. Podrían habernos avisado con más tiempo.
"You all could have given us more warning." 
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Cultural Insight

Different Senses of Latin Humor

This humor is sarcastic and can be universally interpreted, if delivered properly of course. Yet, based
on certain cultural traditions, humor can take on a foreign element.

In Mexico, much of the humor is based on social class, where the lowest classes are impersonated both
on television programs as well as in real life. The speech, mannerisms, fashion, and musical tastes.
Much of these variables are also a part of Mexican folklore.

On a more Spanish-speaking world scale, overt sexuality is a big element in many sitcom-like
programs. A successful program from Argentina where this element was more than present was called 
Las Gatitas de Porcel, where scantily dressed women would form part of the host's entourage.

This, to this day, still sells.

-fernando@spanishpod101.com 
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Spanish

Denise Sabes, estoy contemplando hacer una cena para los amigos y amigas.
¿Cómo ves?

Dolores ¿Y dónde vas a comprar tanta comida?  Digo, somos bastantes.
Denise En realidad, tengo pensado comprar los ingredientes y cocinar todo yo.

Los invitados se encargarían de traer las bebidas.
Dolores [Tono de incrédula] ¿Vas a cocinar? ¿En estufa? Nada más no les digas

a los invitados.
Denise Qué sangrona. Y yo que ya me había preparado mentalmente para ésto.
Dolores Bueno, yo te ayudo, si quieres. Nada más encárgate de limpiar las

telarañas de tu estufa.

English

Denise You know, I'm contemplating having a dinner for all the friends. What
do you think?

Dolores And where are you going to buy all that food? I mean, there are a lot of
us.

Denise Actually, I planned to buy the ingredients and cook everything myself.
The guests would be in charge of bringing the drinks.

Dolores You're going to cook? On the stove? Just don't tell the guests.
Denise How obnoxious. And me, having already mentally prepared myself for

this...
Dolores Well, I'll help you if you want. Just take charge of cleaning the cobwebs

off of your stove.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
la estufa stove, heater noun

encargarse to deal with, to take care of,
to take charge of

verb

sangrón obnoxious, annoying adjective
la telaraña cobweb, spiderweb noun
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Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Encárgate de las bebidas para la fiesta. "Take care of the drinks for the party."
¿Cuántas horas por día prendés la estufa? "For how long each day do you turn the heater

on?"
Si alguien te dice sangrón es porque está jugando
contigo.

"If someone calls you obnoxious, it's because
they're playing with you."

Mi sótano está lleno de telarañas; casí nunca lo
limpio.

"My basement is filled with cobwebs; I hardly ever
clean it."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

encargarse ("to deal with," "to take care of," "to take charge of")
We use this reflexive verb to designate who will handle or take responsibility for doing a given task.

la estufa ("stove")
In Mexican Spanish, this word refers to the heating element for cooking. In other regions, it can refer to
a space heater, used for heating rooms.

sangrón ("obnoxious," "annoying")
We primarily use this adjective for people and not for objects or situations.

la telaraña ("cobweb," "spiderweb") 
This noun is a compound word, made up of la tela ("cloth") and la ara ("a spider").

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Prohibitive Commands.
Nada más no le digas a los invitados.
"Just don't tell your guests."

In Spanish, the use of commands (directive and prohibitive) is very common. Speakers use commands
as a very direct way to tell someone to do (or not to do) something.

For example, if I say "I want you to do it," this is a statement of desire; but if I say "do it," now we
have a command. Moreover, this kind of command is directive. I could also use the negative "don't do
it" to prohibit someone from carrying out a certain action.
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In this lesson, we are reviewing how to form prohibitive commands (e.g., "don't do it," "don't eat it,"
etc.)

Keep in mind that we are reviewing the grammatical category of the command, which we also call the
imperative. Spanish-speaking people may or may not interpret these grammatical commands as
bossiness, depending on the speaker's tone or register. There are grammatical forms for both familiar
and formal commands. Of course, the degree of politeness always depends on the context, as we'll see
below, but in general, we use commands to direct or prohibit the actions of the listener.

Formation of Prohibitive Commands

No + (present subjunctive) 

For all prohibitive commands, use the corresponding present subjunctive form, preceded by no ("not,"
"don't"). Direct and indirect object pronouns will immediately precede the conjugated verb, just as in
declarative sentences. 

Sample Sentences

1. ¡No me llames nunca más!
"Don't ever call me again!"

2. No te preocupes. Va a estar bien. 
"Don't worry. It's going to be okay."

3. No seas tacaño, dale una buena propina.
"Don't be stingy: give him a good tip."

4. No me malinterpreten, señores.
"Don't misinterpret me, gentlemen."

5. David, Alejandro, no me esperéis.
"David, Alejandro, don't wait for me."

6. Señora, no saque conclusiones precipitadas.
"Ma'am, don't jump to conclusions."
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Cultural Insight

Plan Your Dinner Party in Spanish-Speaking Countries around These Dates!

As with any dinner party, what is essential is getting some real face time with your guests. You want to
be able to mingle while showing off your culinary skills in front of the chopping board and stove or
oven. Although some of you readers are master "chefs" (or chefs without quotes), we sometimes lose
sight of the significance of hosting a dinner party. Eating is an everyday necessity for us, and when
friends and family are brought together for such an event, it is all the more special. Just make sure your
feast doesn't coincide with any of the holidays celebrated in the Spanish-speaking world. And trust me,
there are a lot! Below are just a few countries and the number of publicly observed holidays:

Colombia: seventeen

Spain: nine

Mexico: fourteen

Peru: eleven

Guatemala: fourteen

-fernando@spanishpod101.com
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Spanish

Irma ¿¡Qué!? ¿Adónde vas? Si apenas son las cuatro de la tarde.
Roberto Creo que es hora de irme. He dado toda mi aportación para esta semana.

Ahora es tiempo de decir "Hasta la vista, baby".
Irma Porque despidiéndote como el Terminator le da validez a tu salida

temprana...
Roberto No necesariamente. Es más bien que mi presencia le da la validez.
Irma Eso no lo discuto. Tu presencia te debería permitir incluso trabajar desde

tu casa.
Roberto ¿Qué quieres decir con eso? ¿Acaso me estás diciendo feo?
Irma No, para nada. Te estoy diciendo que estás REFEO.

English

Irma What? Where are you going? It's barely four in the afternoon.
Roberto I think it's time for me to go. I've given my full contribution for the

week. Now it's time to say "Hasta la vista, baby."
Irma Because saying good-bye like the Terminator validates your early

departure...
Roberto Not necessarily. It's more like my presence gives it validity.
Irma I'm not disputing that. Your presence should even allow you to work

from home.
Roberto What are you trying to say? Are you calling me ugly?
Irma No, not at all. I'm saying that you're SUPER UGLY.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
apenas as soon as, no sooner than,

hardly
adverb

despedirse to say goodbye verb
acaso perhaps, maybe, in case adverb, conjunction

discutir to dispute, to argue verb
la aportación contribution noun
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Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Apenas lo conozco. "I hardly knew him."
Le dejo el mensaje a la doctora que te llame
apenas venga mañana.

"I'll leave a message for the doctor to call you as
soon as she gets in tomorrow."

Disculpad, pero tengo que despedirme. "Excuse me, but I have to say good-bye."
Por si acaso, sé amable con él. "Just in case, be kind to him."
Nunca debes discutir cosas banales porque no
llevan a nada productivo.

"You should never argue the small things because
they don't lead to anything productive."

Nuestra aportacion a la causa contra la pobreza
será de cien dólares.

"Our contribution to the fight against poverty will
be for one hundred dollars."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

apenas ("barely") 
We use this adverb to express the relative recency of an action.

la aportación ("contribution")
A variation of this noun is the masculine noun el aporte. Both are related to the verb aportar ("to
contribute").

despedirse ("to say goodbye")
This verb describes the act of saying good-bye, including kisses, handshakes, and hand-waving that
accompany it.

discutir ("to dispute," "to argue") 
This verb is a false cognate; it does not mean "to discuss."

acaso ("by chance," "perhaps")
This adverb adds an element of doubt to a sentence.

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Prefix Re-.
Te estoy diciendo que estás REFEO. 
"I'm telling you that you're SUPER UGLY."

Absolute superlatives are a way of modifying adjectives to extend an attribute to an extensive degree.
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In English, we do not use prefixes or suffixes to create absolute superlatives, but we can create a
similar effect by using "super" or "extra."

For Example: 

(Regular sentence): "This fried chicken is crispy."

(Absolute superlative): "This fried chicken is super crispy." 

In the example, we extend the attribute "crispiness" with the word "super." The chicken's crispiness is
outstanding or out of the ordinary.

In Spanish, we can form absolute superlatives with the suffix -ísimo. For example, if we wanted to
express that something was more than just bueno ("good"), we could say that it's buenísimo ("super
good"). If something is more than just rico ("delicious"), we could say it is riquísimo ("super
delicious"). Similarly, if we wanted to say something is more than just feo ("ugly"), we could say that
it's feísimo ("super ugly").

Besides the suffix -ísimo, we can also add the prefix re- to an adjective to make it an absolute
superlative.

The Absolute Superlative Prefix Re-

Besides the suffix -ísimo, we can also add the prefix re- to an adjective to make it an absolute
superlative. 

For Example:

Adjective "English" Absolute
Superlative
Version

"English"

bueno "good" rebueno "super good"
feo "ugly" refeo "super ugly"
torpe "clumsy" retorpe "super clumsy"

Often, to be extra emphatic, some Spanish speakers use the variant rete- or the even more emphatic 
requete-.
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For Example: 

Absolute
Superlative Re- 

More
Emphatic
Rete-

Even More
Emphatic
Requete-

"English"

rebueno retebueno requetebueno "rather extraordinarily
good"

refeo retefeo requetefeo "rather extraordinarily
ugly"

retorpe retetorpe requetetorpe "rather extraordinarily
clumsy"

Cultural Insight

When Is Happy Hour in Spanish-speaking Countries?

There's good news and there's bad news I have to communicate here. I'm going to assume you'll want
to start with the bad news first.

Bad News: Happy hours are almost non-existent in the Spanish-speaking world. Perhaps the only
instances where you'll find these will be at international hotel chains such as... Yeah, right...they're not
getting a plug here.

Good News: Prices, save for euro-currencied Spain, will almost always be better than any happy hour
you happen to come across in midtown Manhattan. I believe that's precisely why happy hour is a rarity
in Spanish-speaking countries.

Bottom's up!

-fernando@spanishpod101.com 
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Spanish

Anabella Llego en quince minutos. Te veo en la entrada del edificio.
Benjamin Sería más conveniente si subieras a la oficina. Al cabo ya se fueron

todos por el día de hoy; sólo quedo yo.
Anabella Sí, pero me trae recuerdos la oficina. De por sí me cuesta venir hasta acá

para vernos. Ya te imaginarás.
Benjamin La neta, no. ¿Porque no subes y lo platicamos?
Anabella [Tono bromista] Bueno, tú no escuchas, ¿verdad?
Benjamin ¿Mande? ¿Ya vienes en el elevador? Excelente.

English

Anabella I'll be there in fifteen minutes. I'll see you at the entrance of the building.
Benjamin It would be more convenient if you came up to the office. Everyone

finally left for the day; I'm the only one left.
Anabella Yes, but the office brings back memories. That's why it's hard for me to

go there and see them. You can imagine.
Benjamin Actually, no. Why don't you come up and we'll talk about it?
Anabella Well, you don't listen, do you?
Benjamin Sorry? You're coming up in the elevator? Excellent.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

subir to go up, to climb, to bring
up, to get into a vehicle

verb

al cabo in the end phrase
la neta truth noun

de por sí per se, in itself phrase

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

¿Cuánto ha subido? "How much has it gone up?"
Subimos al segundo piso. "We went up to the second floor."
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Al cabo que ni querían ir. "In the end, they didn't even want to go."
La neta no sé si vayan a ir. "The truth: I don't  know if they're going to go."
De por sí hace frío y tu sin sueter. "As cold as it is and you without a sweater!"

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

subir ("to go up," "to climb")
This verb describes movement in an upward direction. We can also use it to mean "to upload."

al cabo ("in the end")
We can use this phrase like the adverb "finally."

de por sí ("in itself") 
We can compare this phrase to the Latin phrase per se.

la neta ("truth")
This word is related to the adjective neto, which literally is the "net" of "net worth," "net profit," or
"net salary." As a noun, we often use it in colloquial Mexican Spanish to mean "the truth." As a
question, it is the equivalent of asking "really?" or "for real?"

el elevador ("elevator")
This word is common in Cuba, el Salvador, Guatemala, and México. In other places in the
Spanish-speaking world, el ascensor is the standard.

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Conditional Sentences.
Sería más conveniente si subieras a la oficina. 
"It would be more convenient if you came up to the office."

Conditional sentences are sometimes known as "if/then sentences" or si clauses. Although there are
several possible combinations, the following three are commonly taught:

- Present situation: "If you build it (now), they will come." 
- Hypothetical situation in the present: "If you built it (now), they would come."
- Hypothetical situation in the past: "If you had built it (in the past), they would have come."

This lesson focuses on the hypothetical situation in the present: "If you built it (now), they would
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come."

Forming Conditional Sentences for Hypothetical Situations in the Present

Conditional sentences are usually composed of a dependent clause (the "if" clause) plus an
independent clause (the "then" clause). Although we can interchange the order of the dependent clause
and independent clause, for the sake of visual consistency, we will list the dependent clause (the "if"
clause) first in this grammar explanation. 

Here's the formula for conditional sentences for hypothetical situations in the present: 

- English: "If" + imperfect subjunctive, "then" + conditional.
- Spanish: Si + imperfect subjunctive, entonces + conditional.

Note: We usually omit the word entonces ("then") from the structure in written and spoken Spanish, in
both the familiar and formal registers.

Sample Sentences

1. Si ella te quisiera, te lo diría.
"If she loved you, she would tell you."

2. Si estudiaras más, sacarías notas más altas. 
"If you studied more, you would get better grades."

3. Si él llegase ahora, yo me iría de aquí. 
"If he were to show up now, I would get out of here."

Cultural Insight

The Battle of the Sexes in the Workplace

Does sexual harassment exist in the workplace in Spanish-speaking countries? Yes, it does, just in a
different manner, and more importantly, it's also addressed in a different manner. 

First off, there's a higher tolerance from all parties toward sexual harassment. This is due—from my
personal perspective—to a more physical work relationship. Examples are:
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- Kissing on the cheek to greet and salute the other sex
- A culture of double-entendre (at least in Mexico) among and/or between men and women
- More male-dominated supervisory positions within the organizational chart

While American workplaces have a zero-tolerance policy for sexual harassment, there is a higher
threshold for this type of behavior in Spanish-speaking countries. That said, do not come away
thinking that any form of intentional harassment in these countries will be tolerated; the issue is that
any sort of sexual or sensual humor at work is rarely if ever tolerated in the United States.

In conclusion, work diligently with humor and with respect.
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Spanish

Isabel Oiga ingeniero, creo que ya es hora de ir a comer. ¿Se le antoja algún
lugar en particular?

Martín Ando  un poco atrasado en este proyecto y no sé si alcance a ir ahorita a
comer. ¿Y si me esperas una media hora?

Isabel Es que tengo mucha hambre. Y ya son las dos de la tarde. Encima de
eso, tengo que regresar antes de las tres.

Martín Creo entonces que te convendrá ir mejor con Julián. El del departamento
de finanzas. Es muy bacano el tipo.

Isabel Ya salí a comer con él. Y sí, es muy bacano, pero Vicky de auditoría
creo anda saliendo con él. Digo, no soy celosa.

English

Isabel Listen, mister engineer, I believe it's time to go eat. Do you crave any
place in particular?

Martín I'm running a little late on this project, and I'm not sure whether I can eat
right now. What if you wait for me for half an hour?

Isabel I'm just so hungry. And it's already two in the afternoon. On top of that,
I have to go home before three o'clock.

Martín I think then that you should just go with Julián. The one from the
finance department. The guy's pretty cool.

Isabel I already went out to eat with him. And yes, he's very cool, but Vicky
from audit, I think, is going out with him. I mean, I'm not jealous.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
antojarse to seem appetizing to verb

encima de eso on top of that phrase
bacano cool adjective

la auditoría audit, auditing department noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences
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Se les antojó un café por el frío. "Because of the cold, a coffee sounded good to
them."

Me dio mucho trabajo.  Y encima de eso nisiquiera
me lo agradeció.

"He gave me a lot of work.  And on top of that, he
didn't even thank me."

Todos creen que sea muy bacano Leonardo, pero
yo sé mejor.

"Everyone thinks that Leonardo is so cool, but I
know better."

No quiero que me revise los impuestos la
auditoría.

"I don't want the audit department to check my
taxes."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

antojarse ("to sound appetizing to")
In Spanish, it is a food item that appetizes or is tempting to the speaker; this concept is often rendered
in English as "I feel like (eating)...."

encima de eso ("on top of that")
We often use this phrase in a figurative sense to express a feeling of "that's not all..." or "but wait,
there's more...."

bacano ("cool")
We use this colloquial term in South America, especially in Colombia.

la auditoría ("audit," "audit department")
This noun can either refer to an audit or the firm or department that conducts audits.

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Irregular Stems in the Future Tense. 
Creo entonces que te conviendrá ir mejor con Julián.
"Then I think it would be better for you to go with Julián." 

To form regular verbs in the future tense, simply add the following endings to the infinitive, as
illustrated with the Spanish verb comer ("to eat"):

Future Suffix Spanish "English"
-é comeré "I will eat"
-ás comerás "you will eat" 

(familiar)
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-á comerá "he, she, it will eat"; "you will
eat" 
(formal)

-emos comeremos "we shall eat"
-éis comeréis "you all shall eat" 

(familiar, Spain)
-án comerán "they shall eat," "you all shall

eat"

Verbs with Irregular Stems in the Future Tense 

We can group the verbs that have irregular future stems into the following three groups. 

1) Verbs that drop the -e

The verbs in the following group have future tense stems that lack the -e of the thematic infinitive
suffix -er.

For Example:

Infinitive "English" Future Tense Stem
caber "to fit" cabr-
poder "can," "to be able" podr-
querer "to want," "to love" querr-
saber "to know" sabr-
haber "to have" (auxiliary) habr- 

2) Verbs that have a -d

The verbs in the following group have future tense stems with a -d in the thematic infinitive suffix.
Note that any compounds or derivatives of these verbs may follow the same pattern (e.g., venir > con
venir; poner > componer; tener > mantener, sostener, contener).

For Example:

Infinitive "English" Future Tense Stem
poner "to put" pondr-
salir "to go out" saldr-
tener "to have" tendr-
valer "to be worth," "to be worthy" valdrr-
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venir "to come" vendr- 

3) Decir and hacer

Decir and haber have irregular future stems that do not follow a pattern. Note that compounds or
derivatives of these may follow the same pattern (e.g, hacer > satisfacer).

For Example:

Infinitive "English" Future Tense Stem
decir "to say," "to tell" dir-
hacer "to do," "to make" har-

Sample Sentences

1. Si sigo comiendo así al momento de regresar no podré entrar en el coche.
"If I keep eating like this, when it's time to go home I won't be able to get into the car."

2. ¿Tu secreto? No se lo diré a nadie. 
"Your secret? I won't tell anyone."

3. Si pierdas la apuesta, tendrás que lavar mi coche todo el verano. 
"If you lose the bet, you'll have to wash my car for the whole summer."

4. Aunque lo mantengas bien, en diez años el coche valdrá menos de la mitad de lo que pagaste.
"Even if you maintain it well, in ten years the car will be worth less than half of what you paid."

Cultural Insight

When to Drop Your Formality Level When Meeting Someone

In many Spanish-speaking countries, it is customary to address recent acquaintances in the
third-person singular, regardless of age difference or lack thereof, even more so when in a working
environment. The best example is how Isabel addresses Martín, who is apparently her boss.

Do not be surprised, however, if you hear this type of communication among friends. In Colombia, it
is very common to address friends in the third-person singular. It is less so in Mexico—way less so.

In conclusion, as a common rule of thumb, make sure to address people you're introduced to in the
third person. If they ask you to please speak in a more friendly manner, that is háblame de 'tú', and
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then you can proceed to use the more familiar register.
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Spanish

David ¿Qué más, todo bien?
Omar Todo bien. ¿Ya listo para la fiesta de disfraces? Creo que se pondrá muy

buena la fiesta.
David Definitivamente. Ya tengo listo mi disfráz y será el mejor de la noche

sin duda alguna.
Omar Qué bien. Pero ir vestido de mujer no debería contar como disfráz para

tí. [Risas].
David Así podré platicar más con tu hermana. [Risas]. ¿Crees que vaya?
Omar Te crees muy chistoso, ¿verdad? Sí va, pero con su novio.
David No hay problema. No soy celoso.

English

David What's new? Is everything okay?
Omar Everything's fine. Are you ready for the costume party? I think that the

party's going to be awesome.
David Definitely. I've got my costume ready, and it will be the best of the

evening without a doubt.
Omar Great. But dressing as a woman shouldn't count as a costume for you.
David This way I'll be able to chat more with your sister. Do you think she's

going?
Omar You think you're so funny, don't you. She is going, but with her

boyfriend.
David No problem. I'm not a jealous person.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
el disfraz costume, disguise noun

celoso jealous adjective
chistoso funny adjective

Vocabulary Sample Sentences
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El disfraz de soldado te queda muy bien. "The soldier costume looks good on you."
Cualquiera se puede volver celoso al ver la vida
de los ricos y famosos, ellos pueden viajar
dondequiera.

"Anyone can become jealous upon seeing the lives
of the rich and famous: they can travel anywhere."

Javier es bien chistoso cuando se junta con Lalo. "Javier is so funny when he gets together with
Lalo."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

el disfraz ("costume," "disguise") This word means "costume" in a sense that one uses clothing to
assume another identity.

chistoso ("funny") This adjective describes someone who is clever with a good sense of humor.

celoso ("jealous") When we use celoso with estar ("to be"), celoso refers to a temporary state of
jealousy. When we use it with ser, it is a personality trait (i.e., "a jealous person"). 

Grammar Points

The focus of this lesson is the subjunctive for propositions that might not necessarily be true.  
¿Crees que vaya? 
"Do you think she might go?"  

The subjunctive is used in a dependent clause when the independent  clause states that in action in the
dependent clause might not  necessarily be true or certain. 

The following is a list of  common ways to express doubt about the certainty of an action in the 
dependent clause.  The list is not exhaustive; any independent clause  expressing the dependent clause
might not be absolutely true will demand  the subjunctive. 

No creo que... I don't  think that...
No es verdad que... It's not true that...
¿Crees que...?  Do you think that....
Dudamos que... We doubt that...
No es cierto que... It's not true that...
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Es falso que... It's false that...
Él niega que... He denies that...

Note that the same verbs as above may also be used to  express that the dependent clause is absolutley
true.  In these cases,  the indicative is required.

Creo que... I  believe that...
Es verdad que...  It's true that...
No dudamos que...  We don't doubt that...
Es cierto que... It's true that...
No es falso que... It's not false that...
Él no niega que...  He does not deny that...

 

Sample Sentences  

 

 

Personal:

1. Yo no creo que ellos puedan ganar el partido.
"I don't  think they can win the game."

2. Dudo que mi hermano vote en las elecciones.
"I doubt my  brother will vote in the elections."

3. No estamos seguros de que hayan llamado.
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"We are not  sure that they have called."
- Dudan que sus amigos vengan a la fiesta.

"They doubt  that their friends will come to the party."

Impersonal:

1. Es posible que ellos ganen las elecciones.
"It is  possible that they will win the election."

2. No es probable que yo me pierda.
"It is not probable  that I will get lost."

3. Es imposible que él haya perdido las elecciones.
"It's  impossible that he has lost the election."

4. No es obvio que todos los gobiernos sean corruptos.
"It  is not obvious that all governments are corrupt." 

Cultural Insight

Masks, or mascaras are a great and very common way of getting into costume. Which types of masks?
Wrestler and politician mask are the most used. Sure, more elaborate costumes can also be worn but
these do not vary from others from other parts of the world (e.g. USA.)

Masks have made great strides not only during 'theme' parties or for halloween is that they're now used
at weddings, during soccer matches, or at rallies (political or in protest.)   

-fernando@spanishpod101.com
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Spanish

Atahualpa No te hagas y ven y ayúdame subir el sofá a la camioneta.
Julieta Estoy en el teléfono. En cuanto termine, voy y te echo una mano.
Atahualpa Cuelga ya y ven. Pesa mucho ésto y lo tenemos que llevar antes de que

nos cierren la tienda.
Julieta Sigo en el teléfono y no pienso colgar. Si quieres búscate alguien más

para que te ayude o me esperas.
Atahualpa Mira nada más, qué cosa tan bonita. Entonces es mejor que nos

quedemos con el sofá. Al cabo así podrás estar en el teléfono todo el
tiempo que quieras.

Julieta Si sigues así, nos vamos a quedar con el sofá y ese será tu nueva cama.
Atahualpa Tómate el tiempo que necesites. Salúdame a tu mamá también.

English

Atahualpa Quit stalling and come help me get the sofa onto the truck.
Julieta I'm on the phone. As soon as I'm done, I'll come and give you a hand.
Atahualpa Hang up and get over here. This is heavy, and we have to get it out of

here before they close the store on us.
Julieta I'm still on the phone, and I'm not planning on hanging up. If you want,

find someone else to help you, or wait for me.
Atahualpa Just look at that; how nice. So it's better for us to keep the sofa. That

way you can be on the phone as long as you want.
Julieta If you keep at it, we're going to keep the sofa, and it will be your new

bed.
Atahualpa Take all the time you need. Say hello to your mom for me.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

en cuanto as soon as phrase
echar una mano to help, to give a hand phrase

colgar to hang, to hang up verb
Mira nada más... Just look at that... phrase
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Vocabulary Sample Sentences

En cuanto sepa dónde es la fiesta les aviso. "As soon as I find out where the party is, I'll let
you know."

Échame la mano para llevar los vasos afuera. "Give me a hand in bringing the glasses outside."
Pueden colgar sus abrigos en el ropero de la
entrada.

"You can hang up your coats in the closet in the
entry."

Mira nada más como quedaron de empapados
después del maratón.

"Just look at how soaked they are at the end of the
marathon."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

en cuanto ("as soon as")
When referring to an action in the future, this phrase is followed by a verb in the subjunctive mood. 

echar una mano ("to help")
This expression is literally "to give (someone) a hand." 

colgar ("to hang")
We often use this verb to express hanging up a telephone. 

Mira nada más... ("Just look at that...")
We use this expression to point out a remarkable situation.

Grammar Points

 

The focus of this lesson is present subjunctive formation.
 Entonces es mejor que nos quedemos con el sofá.   
"So it´s better if we keep the sofa"  

The subjunctive mood has multiple tenses, just like the indicative  mood.  In this lesson we focus on
the present subjunctive.  
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Formation 

 

For  regular verbs of the first conjugation (-ar), we form the present   subjunctive by replacing the -a of
the ending with an -e and adding the   rest of the personal endings for the present tense. For regular
verbs  of  the second (-er) and third (-ir) conjugations, the -e is replaced  with  an -a and we add the
rest of the personal endings for the present  tense.

 

First Conjugation (-ar)
llamar ("to call")

Singular Spanish / "English"
yo llame / "that I may call" 
tú llames / "that  you may call" 
él llame / "that he may call" 
ella  llame / "that she may call" 
usted llame / "that you  may call" - formal
llame / "that it may call"  

Plural Spanish / "English"
nosostros llamemos / "that we may call"
vosotros  llaméis / "that you all may call" - familiar, Spain
ellos  llamen / "that they may call" 
ellas  llamen / "that they may call" - feminine
ustedes  llamen / "that you all may call" 
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Second  Conjugation (-er)
temer ("to fear")

Singular Spanish / "English"
yo tema / "that I may fear" 
tú temas / "that you  may fear" 
él tema / "that he may fear" 
ella tema / "that she may fear" 
usted tema / "that you may fear" - formal
tema / "that it may fear"  

Plural Spanish / "English"
nosostros temamos / "that we may fear"
vosotros  temais / "that you all may fear" - familiar, Spain
ellos  teman / "that they may fear" 
ellas  teman / "that they may fear" - feminine
ustedes  teman / "that you all may fear" 
 

Third  Conjugation (-ir)
partir ("to leave")

Singular Spanish / "English"
yo parta / "that I may leave" 
tú partas / "that  you may leave" 
él parta / "that he may leave" 
ella  parta / "that she may leave" 
usted parta / "that you  may leave" - formal
parta / "that it may leave"  

Plural Spanish / "English"
nosostros partamos / "that we may leave"
vosotros  partáis / "that you all may leave" - familiar, Spain
ellos  partan / "that they may leave" 
ellas  partan / "that they may leave" - feminine
ustedes  partan / "that you all may leave"
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Sample Sentences 

 

1. Espero que partan temprano.
"I hope that they may leave  early."
(i.e., "...that they leave early.")

2. Dudo que ella me llame.
"I doubt that she may call me."
(i.e.,  "...that she calls me.")

3. No creo que él le tema a la soledad.
"I don't think that  he may fear loneliness."
(i.e., "...that he fears loneliness.")

Cultural Insight

The notion that a woman can wield such power in a relationship in a Spanish speaking world may be a
bit exagerated. However, and I mean this, never, ever, EVER underestimate her desire and will to get
what she wants. 

All kidding aside, in the workplace there is still a disparity in the workplace environment between men
and women. How so? Salary disparity, promotion to executive positions, sexual harassment, are just a
few aspects in the corporate world where men are still favored over women. That said, many important
positive strides have been made in the workplace thanks to progressive government labor policies (i.e.
Chile, Spain). So much so that we've had female presidents such as in Chile, Nicaragua, and
Argentina, as well as taken on political posts in government. The light is getting brighter at the end of
the tunnel.

-fernando@spanishpod101.com    
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Spanish

Charly Que sea diseñador no significa que sepa amueblar tu casa.
Marina Claro que sí. Te conviene porque te podría pagar muy bien si te

dedicaras a eso.
Charly Tal vez, pero no estoy en esto para ganar plata. Aparte, soy diseñador

gráfico, no de interiores.
Marina Eso lo sé. ¿Qué te parece si te contrato para que diseñes los muebles una

vez que haya hablado con el arquitecto?
Charly Es buena idea. Y dile que los dibuje para así darme una idea del estilo

que buscas.

English

Charly Just because I'm a designer doesn't mean I know how to furnish your
house.

Marina Yes, it does. It's good for you because I could pay you very well if you
took this on.

Charly Maybe, but I'm not in this to earn money. Besides, I'm a graphic
designer, not interior.

Marina I know that. How about if I hire you to design the furniture once I've
spoken with the architect?

Charly That's a good idea. And tell him to draw them in order to give me an
idea of the style you're looking for.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

el diseñador designer noun
la plata silver, money noun

amueblar to furnish verb
el arquitecto architect noun

el estilo style, manner noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences
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Para ser diseñador de moda debes tener mucha
creatividad.

"In order to be a designer, you must have a lot of
creativity."

¿Cuándo nos pagan la plata del trabajo? "When will they pay us the money from work?"
¿Cómo quieres amubeblar tu oficina? "How do you want to furnish your office?"
Quiero hablar con tres arquitectos antes de tomar
una decisión.

"I want to talk to three architects before making a
decision."

Su estilo de vida es modesto. "Her lifestyle is modest."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

el diseñador ("designer") 
This noun is related to the verb diseñar ("to design.")

amueblar ("to furnish")
This verb is related to the noun los muebles ("furniture") (the singular is el mueble ("piece of furniture
").

la plata ("silver," "money")
This is a colloquial term for "money" (compare English "dough"). Literally, the word means "silver."

el arquitecto ("architect")
This word denotes a person who designs buildings. Often, we address architects directly as arquitecto,
especially in the formal register. 

el estilo ("style") 
This noun refers to the manner in which we do something.

Grammar Points

The focus of this lesson is the present perfect subjunctive.
¿Qué te parece si te contrato para que diseñes los muebles una vez que haya hablado con el
arquitecto?  
"How about if I hire to to design the furniture once I've spoken with the architect?"

The pretérito perfecto del subjuntivo present  perfect subjunctive is a compound tense used in
clauses where the  subjunctive is required; it describes a past action that is relevant to  the present.  In
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cases where the use of the subjunctive is triggered by  an independent clause, that triggering action is
usually in the present  indicative. 

Example: 

- ¡Qué ilusión!  Estamos muy contentos que hayas venido!
How exciting!  We're so glad that you've come!

In the above example, the subjunctive is requiered because the  independent clause is an emotional
commentary:  we are happy that X.    In this case, the speaker is glad that the listener has come.  The
act  of the listener coming is a past action; it is relevant in the present  because the listener is here now,
with the speaker, who is happy about  the situation in the present.   

 

 

Formation 

 

 

 

The pretérito perfecto del subjuntivo is composed of  the auxiliary verb haber conjugated in the
present  subjunctive, followed by the past participle. 

haber (present subjunctive)

 haya  hayamos
 hayas  hayáis
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 haya  hayan

In the pretérito perfecto del subjuntivo,  the past participle immediately follows the auxiliary verb. 
The past  particple is innert; it is never inflected for person, number, or  gender.  Regular past particples
end in -ado or -ido,  but remember that some verbs have irregular past particples. 

infinitive English  present  perfect
subjunctive

 comer  to eat ... que yo haya
comido

 preguntar  to ask ... que tú hayas
preguntado

 levantarse  to get up ... que ella se haya
levantado

decir to  say, to tell ... que nosotros
hayamos dicho

hacer to do, to make ... que vosotros hayáis
hecho

escribir to write ... que ellos hayan 
escrito

  
Sample Sentences  

 

 

 

- ¡Qué ilusión que hayas podido venir!
How  awesome that you were able to come!

- Lo  que me haya afectado no debe importarte.   
Whatever affected me shouldn't matter to you. 
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- Es  ridículo que todavía no lo hayan llamado. 
It is  ridiculous that they haven't called him yet.  

- Ellos  van a negar que su hijo se lo haya llevado.
They're  going to deny that their son took off with it.

- Más  te vale que me lo hayas escrito.  
It's a good thing  you wrote it down for me. 
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Spanish

Gael ¿Crees que gane mi equipo este fin de semana?
Alfonso Claro que sí. Siempre ganan.
Gael Pues, no necesariamente. Ultimamente han jugado bastante mal. ¿Sigues

a mi equipo?
Alfonso Según yo, sí. ¿Que no son los de la capital?
Gael Sí, pero los míos son de casaca azul.
Alfonso Ah, en ese caso deberías cambiarte al otro equipo de la capital para que

por fin sientas lo que es ganar.

English

Gael Do you think my team will win this weekend?
Alfonso Of course. They always win.
Gael Well, not necessarily. Lately they've been playing rather poorly. Do you

follow my team?
Alfonso I think so. Aren't they the ones from the capital?
Gael Yes, but mine are the ones with the blue jerseys.
Alfonso Oh, in that case, you should switch to the other capital team finally to

know what winning is.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
casaca jersey, jacket noun
seguir to continue, to follow verb

el equipo team, kit, equipment noun
según according to preposition

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Siempre me pongo esta casaca vieja. I always wear this old jacket.
Seguí para allá, hasta el antiguo Banco Negro. "Keep going over there until you get to the former

Black Bank."
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El equipo está formado por varios elementos
talentosos.

"The team is made up of various talented
elements."

Sí vienen, bueno, segón tu hermano. "The are indeed coming...well, according to your
brother."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

el equipo ("team," "kit," "equipment")
Depending on the context, this noun can mean "kit," "equipment," or a "team" (athletic or
otherwise). For World Cup national soccer teams, use the term la selección. 

seguir ("to follow") 
This verb can mean "to follow" in the physical sense, but as the context shows, we can also use it to
describe the action of a fan of a team or individual. 

la casaca ("jersey") 
This is the jersey worn by soccer players. We also commonly use the word el jersey in Spanish. 

según ("according to") 
This is a preposition that does not have an English equivalent. We most often use it to indicate
someone's opinion. 

Grammar Points

The focus of this lesson is the present perfect.
Ultimamente han jugado bastante mal.   
"They've been playing rather poorly lately."  

The pretérito perfecto present perfect  tense expresses an action in the past that is relevant to the
present.

To form the pretérito perfecto present perfect,  we use the present tense of the auxiliary verb haber
and the  past participle participle.

The forms of haber are consistently regular; the only  irregular forms occur when the past participle
itself is irregular.
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In Spanish, we form the regular participles end in -ido and -ado.

 

Formation  

Infinitive: contar
Past Participle: contado

Singular  Spanish/ "Singular English" 
yo he contado /  "I have counted" 
tú has contado / "you have counted" 
él  ha contado / "he has counted" 
ella ha contado / "she  has counted" 
usted ha contado / "you have counted" - formal
ha contado / "it has counted" - neuter  

Plural Spanish/ "Plural English"
nosostros hemos contado / we have counted
vosotros  habéis contado / you all have counted - informal
ellos  han contado / they have counted - masculine
ellas  han contado / they have counted - feminine
ustedes  han contado / you all have counted - formal
han  contado / they have counted - neuter 

Infinitive: correr
Past Participle: corrido

Singular  Spanish/ "Singular English" 
yo he corrido /  "I have run" 
tú has corrido / "you have run" 
él  ha corrido / "he has run" 
ella ha corrido / "she has  run" 
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usted ha corrido / "you have run" - formal
ha  corrido / "it has run" - neuter  

Plural Spanish/ "Plural English"
nosostros hemos corrido / "we have run"
vosotros  habéis corrido / "you all have run" - informal
ellos  han corrido / "they have run" - masculine
ellas  han corrido / "they have run" - feminine
ustedes  han corrido / "you all have run" - formal
han  corrido / "they have run" - neuter

Infinitive:  dormir
Past Participle: dormido

Singular Spanish/ "Singular English" 
yo he dormido / "I have slept" 
tú has  dormido / "you have slept" 
él ha dormido / "he has  slept" 
ella ha dormido / "she has slept" 
usted ha  dormido / "you have slept" - formal
ha dormido / "it has slept" - neuter  

Plural Spanish/ "Plural English"
nosostros  hemos dormido / "we have slept"
vosotros habéis dormido / "you all have slept" - informal
ellos han dormido / "they have slept" - masculine
ellas han dormido / "they have slept" - feminine
ustedes han dormido /  "you all have slept" - formal
han dormido / "they  have slept" - neuter

  
Sample Sentences 

1. Han dormido casi todo el día.
"They have slept almost  all day."
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He corrido desde mi casa hasta la tuya.
"I have run from  my house to yours."

- ¿Les has contado de lo que pasó?
"Have you told them  about what happened?"
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Spanish

Richy ¡No! No lo hagas. Vas a romper la ventana.
Sean Para nada. De cualquier forma lo voy a intentar. Va a estar divertido.
Richy No lo vas a lograr. ¡Entiende por favor!
Sean Si no lo logro pagaré la ventana pero de que lo intento, lo voy a intentar.
Richy ¡Pero si el sofá no va por la ventana! Si apenas cabe una pelota de

fútbol.

English

Richy No! Don't do it! You're going to break the window.
Sean Not at all. Anyway, I'm going to try. It's going to be fun.
Richy You're not going to succeed. Please listen!
Sean If I don't succeed, I'll pay for the window, but there's no doubt I'm going

to try.
Richy But the sofas won't fit through the window! A soccer ball can hardly fit

through.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
intentar to try (to do something) verb
lograr to achieve, to manage verb
apenas as soon as, no sooner than,

hardly
adverb

caber to fit verb
de cualquier forma in any case, anyway phrase

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Ayer intenté bailar salsa y no pude. "Yesterday, I tried to dance salsa and I couldn’t."
El ciclista no logró ganar la competencia. "The cyclist didn't manage to win the

competition."
Apenas lo conozco. "I hardly knew him."
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Le dejo el mensaje a la doctora que te llame
apenas venga mañana.

"I'll leave a message for the doctor to call you as
soon as she gets in tomorrow."

El sofá no cabe en la sala. "The sofa doesn't fit in the room."
No cabrá por la ventana. "It will not fit through the window."
No sé si vaya a clase hoy, de cualquier forma te
aviso un poco antes.

"I'm not sure if I'm going to class today; in any
case, I'll let you know a little beforehand."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

intentar ("to attempt")
Intentar is an ar-verb which means "to try", as in "to try to do something". It is usually followed by a
verb in the infinitive form to be "to try doing (verb)".

lograr ("to succeed")
Lograr is an ar-verb that means "to succeed" or "to achieve".

apenas ("barely") 
The phrase apenas has two meanings: "barely", and "as soon as". The meaning that we saw in the
dialogue of this lesson was "hardly": Si apenas cabe una pelota de fútbol. (A soccer ball can hardly fit
through.)

caber ("to fit")
This is an irregular er-verb that means "to fit" as in "to fit into (a space)" - it cannot be used to talk
about clothes.

de cualquier forma ("in any case," "anyway,"  "either way")
In this phrase, de means "of", cualquier means "any", and forma means "way", so altogether, it means:
"anyway", or "in any case".

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Conditional Clauses for Situations in the Present.
Si no lo logro pagaré la ventana...
"If I don't succeed, then I'll pay for the window..."

Conditional sentences are sometimes known as if/then sentences or si clauses. Although there are
several possible combinations, the following three are commonly taught:
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- Present      situation: "If you build it (now), they will come." 
- Hypothetical situation      in the present: "If you built it (now), they would      come."
- Hypothetical situation      in the past: "If you had built it (in the past), they would      have come

."

This lesson focuses on the situation in the present: "If you build it (now), they will come."

Formation

Conditional sentences are usually composed of a dependent clause (the "if" clause) plus an
independent clause (the "then" clause). Although we can exchange the order of the dependent clause
and independent clause, for the sake of visual consistency, we will list the dependent clause (the "if"
clause) first in this grammar explanation. 

Here's the formula for conditional sentences for hypothetical situations in the present: 

- English: "If"      + present tense, "then" + future tense.
- Spanish: Si + present tense, entonces + future tense. 

Note: We usually omit the word entonces ("then") from the structure in written and spoken Spanish in
both the familiar and formal registers.

Sample Sentences

1. Si estudias esta noche, te llevaré al      parque después.
"If you study      tonight, I'll take you to the park later."

2. Si salimos temprano, llegaremos a buena      hora al restaurante.
"If we leave early, we'll      arrive at the restaurant at a good time."

3. Si me duermo tarde, me levantaré de mal      genio.
"If I fall      asleep late, I'll wake up in a bad mood."

4. No te ayudarán si no les dices la verdad.
"They won't      help you if you don't tell them the truth."

5. Yo te invitaré a comer si me ayudas con esta transcripción.
"I'll treat you to lunch if you help me with this transcription."
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Spanish

Melanie Déjeme manejar, amiga. Ya aprendí.
Aurora Está loca usted. Habrá aprendido pero no por eso la hace más segura

detrás del volante.
Melanie Por favor. En serio. Hasta ya tengo permiso para manejar.
Aurora ¿Permiso... de tus papás?
Melanie Ya deja de jugar. Te pago.
Aurora No. Pero de seguro así sacaste tu permiso. [risas]

English

Melanie Let me drive, friend. I've just learned.
Aurora You're crazy! You may have learned, but that doesn't make you any

more safe behind the wheel.
Melanie Please. I'm serious! I even got a driver's license [permiso].
Aurora Permission [permiso]... from your parents?
Melanie Quit playing around! I'll pay you.
Aurora I don't think so. But I'm sure that's how you got your license. [laughs]

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
volante steering wheel noun
en serio seriously
permiso permission, license, permit
sacar to take out, to pull out, to

get out
verb

dejar to let, to leave verb
de seguro for sure

pagar to pay verb
aprender to learn verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences
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¡Eres muy peligrosa al volante! You're so dangerous behind the wheel.
No te rías que te estoy hablando en serio. Do not laugh because I’m talking to you seriously.
Podemos ir a bucear cuando quieras que ya tengo
mi permiso para bucear.

We can go diving any time you want because I
already have my diving license.

Si yo saco la basura, tú sacas al perro. "If I take out the garbage, you take the dog out."
¡Déjame en paz! "Leave me in peace!"
De seguro voy a la fiesta de graduación. For sure I am going to the graduation party.
Ya he pagado lo que debía. "I've already paid what I owed."
Yo quiero aprender a surfear. "I want to learn to surf."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

volante ("steering wheel")
Volante in the dialogue specifically means "steering wheel". This word has other meanings that are
completely different - the most common way to translate this would be "flier".

en serio ("seriously")
The preposition en and the adverb serio together mean "seriously". If we look at them separately, en
means "in" or "at" and serio means "serious, responsible or reputable".

permiso ("permission", "license", "permit")
Permiso means "permission", and it also has the meaning of "license" - so if we say permiso para
manejar, it means "drivers license".

sacar ("to take out, to get, to stick out")
The ar-verb sacar has many different meanings (among them "to get", "to take out", "to stick out"), but
in the dialogue it takes the meaning of "to get": Pero de seguro así sacaste tu permiso. ("But I'm sure
that's how you got your license.")

 

Grammar Points

The focus of this lesson is The Future Perfect
Habrá aprendido pero no por eso la hace más segura detrás del  volante.
"You may have learned, but that doesn't make you any more safe behind the  wheel."

In this lesson you will learn how to express the future perfect using the auxiliary verb haber plus the
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past participle.

Formation

First of all, to form the past participle, we have to change the ending of the infinitive verbs. Let's take a
look at the rules:

-  Infinitives that end with -ar are changed to -ado, for example, terminar to terminado.
-  Infinitives that end with -er are changed to -id, for example, comer is changed to comido.  
-  Infinitives that end with -ir are changed to - ido, for example vivir is changed to vivido. 
Now, for the verbs that end with -er or -ir, when the root of the verb ends with a strong vowel, it is
necessary to accent the i at the end. 
For example, creer: creído, leer: leído, caer: caído. However, accents are not necessary when it end
with a weak vowel, for example, construir: construido, distribuir: distribuido. 
Now that we know how to form the past participle, let's take a look at how it is used to create the
future perfect tense.
The past participle is used with haber to form the future perfect tenses. Remember that the future
perfect tense is used to express an action that will come in the future before a different action takes
place or by a specific time. The way the verb haber is used in the future perfect tense is: habré,
habrás, habremos, habréis and habrán.

Let's look at the different conjugations of future tense of haber + past participle using the verb 
comer, "to eat":

Spanish English

yo habré comido "I will have eaten"

tu  habrás comido "you will have eaten"

el habrá comido "he will have eaten"

ella  habrá comido "she will have eaten"

nosotros habremos comido "we will have eaten"

vosotros  habréis comido "you all will have eaten"

ellos/ellas habrán comido "they will  have eaten"
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Examples from this dialog: 

1. Habrá aprendido pero no por eso la hace más segura detrás del volante.
You may have learned, but that doesn't make you any more safe behind the wheel.

Sample Sentences: 

1. No habré comido.
"I will not have eaten."

2. Habré terminado de escribir el libro antes de navidad.
"I will have finished writing the book before Christmas."

3. Para cuando mi padre llegue ya habremos terminado de cenar.
By the time my father arrives, we will have eaten dinner."

4. No habremos aprendido nada.
"We will not have learned anything."

 

Cultural Insight

Driving in Latin American countries can be an adventure - there are many cars, rules are not always
obeyed, there may not be many signs that mark the streets, and so on. In many cities, speed limits may
not be reinforced. Always remember to exercise caution when driving in Latin America, and learn the
traffic laws for that country.
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Spanish

Maya ¿Crees que vaya a la fiesta?
Luis Depende quién esté. Espera, ¿hablamos de la misma persona, de tu

amorcito?
Maya Claro. Ni modo que esté esperando a tu hermano.
Luis Puede ser. Es una buena manera para estar más cerca de mí... Si te

conozco...
Maya Por fin, me has descubierto.
Luis No, ya te había descubierto tiempo atrás. Nada más que no soy un chico

fácil.

English

Maya Do you think he might go to the party?
Luis It depends on who will be there. Wait, are we talking about the same

person, your darling?
Maya Of course. There's no way I'm waiting for your brother.
Luis Could be. It's a way to be closer to me... I know you...
Maya Finally, you've found me out.
Luis No, I already found you out a long time ago. The only thing is that I'm

not an easy guy.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
depende (it) depends
manera manner, way fem. noun

descubrir to discover verb
atrás behind, backward adverb

puede ser it could be
por fin finally adverbial phrase
claro sure, of course interjection
cerca close adjective
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Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Todo depende de ti. Everything depends on you.
Llegaremos a tiempo de todas maneras. (We'll arrive on time no matter what.)
Cristoban Colón descubrío America. "Christoper Columbus discovered America."
Yo vivo atrás del parque. "I live behind the park."
Puede ser que viaje este año. It could be that I travel this year
Por fin hemos terminado. "We have finally finished."
¡Claro que puedo ayudarte! "Of course, I can help you!"
Está cerca de la oficina. It's close to the office.

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

depende ("it depends")
This word comes from the verb depender, to need something or someone in order to something else.

manera  ("way")
In most cases the meaning is "way", but there are times where manera can also mean the way a person
behaves, meaning if the person has good manners or not.

descubrir  ("to discover")
This is an -ir verb that means "to discover", as in find something that has been lost or unknown.

atrás  ("behind, backwards")
This one can be used to indicate that someone or something is behind; it can also be used to indicate
time in the past.

 

Grammar Points

The focus of this lesson is The Past Perfect Tense
No, ya te había descubierto tiempo atrás.
"No, I already found you out a long time ago."

In this lesson, you'll learn the past perfect tense. It is formed by combining the auxiliary verb had with
the past participle. Because the past perfect is a compound tense, two verbs are required, the main verb
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and the auxiliary verb.

The past perfect is used when a past action was completed prior to another past action. In Spanish, the
past perfect is formed by using the imperfect tense of the auxiliary verb haber with the past participle.
As we learned already in previous lessons, to form the past participle we need to drop the ending of the
infinitive and add ido- or ado- depending on the ending of the verbs.

[haber in imperfect tense] + [past particple of verb]

Let's take a look at the verb ir ("to go") in the past perfect tense:

Spanish English

yo había ido "I had gone"

tu  habías ido "you had gone"

el había ido "he had gone"

ella  había ido "she had gone"

nosotros habíamos ido "we had gone"

vosotros habíais ido "you all had gone"

ellos/ellas habían ido "they had gone"

Examples from this lesson

Examples from this dialogue: 

1. No, ya te había descubierto tiempo atrás.
"No, I already found  you out a long time ago."

Sample Sentences: 

1. Habías terminado la tarea.
"You had finished the homework"

2. Habíamos vivido enesa casa por 3 meses.
"We had lived in that house for 3 months"

3. Habían cocinado pavo.
"They had cooked turkey"
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Había estudiado mucho para el examen
"I had studied a lot for the test"
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Spanish

Salvador  Tengo una duda. A ver quién me la puede aclarar.
Patty  Dígame su duda. Intentaré ser la que despeje toda duda.
Salvador  Excelente. Gracias Patty. Si un tren viaja a 130 kilometros por hora...
Patty  Un momentico. No pensé que fuera un problema de matemáticas lo que

buscaba aclarar.
Salvador  Oiga, ¿pero cuál es la diferencia? Sigue siendo una duda, ¿qué no?
Patty  Sí, pero para esas dudas voy a cobrar. Mis servicios no son gratis.
Salvador  Bueno, se lo descuento de lo que cobro por compartir mis dudas.

English

Salvador  I have a question. Let's see who can clear it up for me.
Patty  Tell me your question, I'll try to be the one to clear any doubt.
Salvador  Excellent. Thank you, Patty. If a train travels at 130 kilometers an

hour...
Patty  Just a moment. I didn't think it would be a math problem that you were

looking to clear up.
Salvador  Listen, what's the difference? It's still a question, right?
Patty  Yes, but for THOSE questions I'm going to charge. My services are not

free.
Salvador  Okay then, I'll discount it from what I charge for sharing my questions.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
intentar to try (to do something) verb
despejar to clear up verb

diferencia difference fem. noun
servicio service masc. noun
gratis free adjective, adverb
duda doubt, concern fem. noun

aclarar to clarify verb
cobrar to charge verb

compartir to split, to share verb
descontar to give a discount
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Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Ayer intenté bailar salsa y no pude. "Yesterday, I tried to dance salsa and I couldn’t."
El cielo se depejó después de la tormenta. "The sky cleared up after the storm."
Hay muchas diferencias entre mi hermana y mi
hermano.

"There are many differences between my sister and
my brother."

Esa compañía ofrece muchos servicios. "That company offers many services."
Por la compra de un cuarto de kilo de café, recibe
otro cuarto gratis.

"Get a quarter kilo of coffee free with the purchase
of one quarter kilo."

Tengo algunas dudas sobre el tema de mi
composición.

"I have some doubts about the topic of my
composition."

Usamos los pronombres personales para aclarar
una expresión verbal.

"We use personal pronouns to clarify a verbal
expression."

Vamos a este bar, no cobran la entrada. "Let's go to this bar: they don't charge a cover."
No tengo mucho, pero de lo que tengo puedo
compartir.

"I don't have much, but what I have I can share."

Por ser mi primer cliente le haré un descuento de
10 por ciento.

"For being my first client I’m going to give you a
ten percent discount."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

Dudar ("to doubt")
This ar-verb means "to doubt".

Aclarar  ("to clarify, to lighten, to explain, to clear")
As you can see, this ar-verb has several different meanings. In the dialogue, it was used with the
meaning of "to clear up", as in to clear up any doubts.

Cobrar  ("to charge, to recover, to earn, to cash, to claim, ")
Cobrar also has several different meanings, but the main meaning is "to charge", as in to charge
money.

Descontar  ("to deduct, to discount")
Descontar means "discount", as in to lower the price of something. If you look closely, you'll notice
that the structure of the word is the same of that
in English: des = "dis", contar = "count".

Compartir  (" to share")
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This ir-verb means "to share". In the dialogue, Salvador talks about "sharing his doubts" (compartir sus
dudas).

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Imperfect Subjunctive of the Verb Ir and Ser.
No pensé que fuera un problema de matemáticas.
"I didn't think it would be a math problem."

To form the imperfect subjunctive of any verb, we take the third person plural preterit form (e.g., 
comieron, hablaron, fueron) and remove the ending -ron to find the radical. We then add the endings
-ra, -ras, -ra, -ramos, -rais, or -ran.
There is another form of this tense, where the -ra part becomes -se. In general, both forms are
interchangeable, but we more commonly use the -ra form.
The imperfect subjunctive of the verb ir ("to go") and the verb ser ("to be") are identical.
Pronoun Imperfect

Subjunctive
Alternate Form 

yo fuera fuese   
tú fueras fueses 
Usted/él/ella fuera fuese
nosotros fuéramos fuésemos
vosotros fuerais fueseis
ellos/ellas/Ustedes fueran fuesen

Notice that we add a tilde ("accent") on the third syllable from the end on the nosotros form to
maintain the correct stress.
The yo, él/ella, and Usted forms are identical, so you may want to add the subject pronoun to avoid
ambiguity.
Uses of the Imperfect Subjunctive

Like other subjunctives, we use the imperfect subjunctive after noun, adverbial, and adjectival clauses
as well as impersonal expressions, and to express subjectivity in general. The governing verb is
typically in a past tense: for example, the preterit, imperfect, past perfect, conditional, conditional
perfect, or one of the past subjunctives.
Let's take a look at some examples with the verbs ir and ser.
For Example:

1. Mi madre quería que yo fuera médico.
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"My mother wanted me to be a doctor."
2. Le hubiera gustado que yo fuera a la universidad.

"She would have liked me to go/have gone to university."
3. Siempre me pedía que fuera.

"She always used to ask me to go."
4. Fue una lástima que no fuera.

"It was a shame/pity/too bad that I didn't go."
5. Fui para que tú fueras.

"I went so that you would go."
6. Aunque tú fueras, yo no iría.  

"Even if you were to go/went, I wouldn't go."

We use the imperfect subjunctive in the si ("if") clause and the conditional in the other clause to
express unreal, hypothetical, or contrary-to-fact situations.
For Example:

1. Si fuera más alto jugaría al baloncesto.
"If I were taller, I'd play basketball."

2. Si fueras a la cama más temprano, no estarías siempre tan cansado.
"If you went to bed earlier, you wouldn't be so tired all the time."

3. Iría si tú fueras.
"I would go if you went."

We use it after como si ("as if/as though"). This expression implies something that is untrue or
contrary to fact, and it must be followed by the past subjunctive-either the imperfect subjunctive or the
past perfect subjunctive. Note that for these expressions, the governing verb can be in the present.
For Example:

1. Actúa como si fuera el patrón.
"He acts as though he were the boss."

2. Lloraba como si fuera un niño.  
"He cried/used to cry as though he were a child."

There is a similar expression that we use with the imperfect subjunctive ni que, which has no direct
translation. We use it sarcastically in colloquial language, and the meaning is similar to a negation of a
conditional situation "it's not as if/as though," or "it's not like..."
For Example:

1. ¿Llorar por ti? Ni que fueras tan importante.
"Me? Cry over you? As if you were that important!"

2. Te abrigaste tanto. Ni que fuéramos al polo norte.  
"You wrapped up so warm. It's not like we're going to the North Pole."

We use it with ojalá to express an impossible or unattainable wish. With the present subjunctive, ojalá
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means "I hope," but with the past subjunctives, the meaning is more like "I wish."
For Example:

1. Ojalá las cosas fueran diferentes.
"I wish things were different."

2. Ojalá fuera viernes.
"I wish it were Friday."

 
Time Frame of the Imperfect Subjunctive

The imperfect subjunctive can express a time in the present, past, or future where the time limits are
undefined.
The main difference with the other subjunctives is that we use the present subjunctive to describe
present and future situations, we use the past perfect subjunctive to express situations in the past, and
the imperfect subjunctive can convey all three
For Example:

1. Convendría que fueran temprano.
"It would be advisable if you went early." (future)

2. 2.     ¡Ojalá se fueran ya mismo!
"I wish they'd leave right now." (present)

3. Me alegré de que fueras a la fiesta. 
"I was happy that you went to the party." (preterit)

4. Le han pedido que fuera.
"She has been asked to go."/"She was asked to go." (past, present, or future)

 
Examples from This Dialogue 

1. No pensé que fuera un problema de matemáticas.
"I didn't know it would be a math problem."

 
Sample Sentences 

1. No pensé que fuera tan bonita tu novia.
"I didn't know your girlfriend was so pretty"

2. Si fuéramos juntos sería mejor.
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"If we were to go together it would be better."
3. Si fueran tan buenos no estarían aquí.

"If they were so good, they wouldn't be here."

Cultural Insight

How to Measure Things in Latin America

In the dialogue, Salvador asks Patty a mathematical question using kilometros ("kilometers") as a
measure of distance. It is important to know that Latin America has adopted the metric system.
Here are some common measurement words in Spanish:
Spanish "English"
centímetro "centimeter"
metro "meter"
kilómetro "kilometer"
kilogramo "kilogram"
mililitro "milliliter"
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Spanish

Edwin  De haber frenado antes, no hubiera dado contra el muro.
Leonardo  Tal vez si no fueras tan rápido también te hubieras ahorrado este

percance.
Edwin  No creo que eso haya sido el problema.
Leonardo  ¿A qué se lo atribuyes?
Edwin  A que había un muro.

English

Edwin  If I had hit the brakes sooner, I wouldn't have hit the wall.
Leonardo  Maybe if you hadn't been going that fast, you would have avoided the

accident.
Edwin  I don't think that was the problem.
Leonardo  What do you attribute it to?
Edwin  The fact that there was a wall.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class

rápido(-a) fast, quick, quickly, rapid adjective, adverb, noun
ahorrar to save money verb
tal vez maybe
contra against preposition
frenar to brake, to slow down verb

atribuir attribute verb
muro wall noun

percance mishap, misfortune noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Decidí mudarme a San José en un rápido viaje a
Costa Rica.

"I decided to move to San Jose on a quick trip to
Costa Rica."

Yo siempre he ahorrado mi dinero en el banco. "I have always saved my money in the bank."
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"Maybe I'll go with you to the party, I’ll let you
know."

Juguemos hombres contra mujeres. "Let's play guys against girls."
Felizmente frenaste a tiempo. "Thankfully you pressed the brakes in time."
No te atribuyas todo el mérito que fue un trabajo
en equipo.  

"Do not attribute all the merit to yourself because it
was teamwork."

Te chocaste contra el muro por manejar borracho. "You crashed against the wall because you were
driving drunk."

Si hubiéramos salido temprano, no hubieramos
tenido este percance.

"If we would have left earlier, we wouldn’t have
had this incident."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

frenar  ("to brake")
This -ar verb means "to brake," as in to press the brakes and stop a vehicle. This is the most common
meaning, but it also has the meanings of "to curb" and "to slow down" as well.

contra  ("against")
This is a preposition that means "against" or "to be against."

muro  ("wall")
This is a noun that means "wall." You may be familiar with the word pared, which also means "wall."
Generally, we typically use pared to refer to walls that are inside (like the walls of a house), while we
use muro to refer to free-standing walls, such as city walls.

percance ("minor accident")
Percance refers to a "minor accident" or "mishap."

atribuir ("to attribute," "to claim," "to assume")
This -ir verb means "to attribute" and is a cognate with the English word.

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Past Perfect Subjunctive.
 De haber frenado antes, no hubiera dado contra el muro.
"If I had hit the brakes sooner, I wouldn't have hit the wall."
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We form the past perfect subjunctive by the auxiliary verb haber ("to have") in the imperfect
subjunctive plus the past participle of the main verb.
Subject Imperfect

Subjunctive of
Haber

Past Participle
of Main Verb

Yo hubiera  hubiese
Tú hubieras hubieses
Usted/él/ella hubiera hubiese 
Nosotros/nosotras hubiéramos hubiésemos 
Vosotros/vosotras hubierais hubieseis 
Ustedes/ellos/ellas hubieran hubiesen

There are two forms: the -ra and the -se form. We more commonly use the -ra form.
Notice that we add a tilde ("accent") on the third syllable from the end on the nosotros form to
maintain the correct stress of the word.
 
Uses of the Past Perfect Subjunctive

We use the past perfect to describe an action or state that occurred before another in the past. We use
the subjunctive to express subjectivity. If we take both these ideas, we'll begin to see when to use the
past perfect subjunctive.
We use the past perfect subjunctive after noun, adverbial, and adjectival clauses; impersonal
expressions; and verbs to express subjectivity in the past. The main verb is in the past tense (e.g.,
imperfect indicative, preterit indicative, conditional, perfect conditional, imperfect subjunctive, or past
perfect subjunctive).
Let's look at some examples.
For Example:

1. El detective dudaba que el sospechoso hubiera estado en su casa toda la noche.
"The detective doubted that the suspect had been at home all night."

2. Aunque hubiera dicho la verdad no me hubiera creído.
"Even if I'd told him the truth, he wouldn't have believed me."

3. Me hubiera gustado ir.
"I would have liked to go."

4. Si no fueras tan terco, esto no hubiera pasado.
"If you weren't so stubborn, this wouldn't have happened."

5. No podía creer que hubiera hecho eso.
"I couldn't believe she had done that."
* A common use of this tense is to express an impossible hypothetical situation about the past
using a si ("if") clause-what would or would not have happened if this or that had or had not
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happened.

For Example:
1. Si me hubieras escuchado, esto no hubiera/habría pasado.

"If you had listened to me, this wouldn't have happened."
2. Si hubiera sabido que venías, hubiera/habría limpiado la casa.

"If I had known you were coming, I would've cleaned the house."

Note that in the second clause of these si- conditional sentences, we have either the past perfect
subjunctive-hubiera limpiado-or the perfect conditional-habría limpiado.
There is controversy about this topic in Spanish; some grammarians hold that only the perfect
conditional can follow, while others state that they are both correct.
In English, we never use the past perfect in both clauses. Instead, we use the third conditional to
convey this meaning, hence the two different translations of hubiera: "had" and "would."
* We use it with ojalá to express disappointment or regret about the past when we wish things had
happened differently.
For Example:

1. Ojalá nos hubiéramos conocido de jóvenes.
"If only/I wish we had met when we were young."
* We use it with como si ("as if" or "as though"). This expression implies something that is
untrue or contrary to fact, and it is always followed by the past subjunctive, either the
imperfect subjunctive for present and future situations or the past perfect subjunctive for the
past.

2. Caminaba como si hubiera estado en un funeral.
"He walked as though he had been to a funeral."
* With the perfect infinitive (haber + past participle), it has a similar meaning to the si ("if")
clause.

3. De haber frenado antes, no hubiera dado contra el muro.
"Had I hit the brakes/If I'd hit the brakes sooner, I wouldn't have hit the wall."
* You can also use it to talk about an action in the past that you were not aware had happened.

4. No sabía que hubieras llegado.
"I didn't know you had arrived."
* We use it to give recommendations and advice but since it is in the past, the overall
connotation is one of reproach.

5. En tu lugar, yo hubiera/habría aceptado el dinero.
"In your place, I would have accepted the money."

 
Examples from This Dialogue
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1. De haber frenado antes, no habría dado contra el muro.
 "If I had hit the brakes sooner, I wouldn't have hit the wall."

Sample Sentences 

1. Ojalá me lo hubiera dicho antes. Ahora ya es muy tarde.
"I wish you had told me sooner. It's too late now."

2. Si hubiéramos sabido, no habríamos venido.
"If we had known, we wouldn't have come."

3. ¿Qué hubiera pasado si hubieras llegado más temprano?
"What would have happened if you had arrived earlier?"
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Spanish

Marcelo  Me quiero disculpar con tu familia por mi comportamiento de anoche.
Julia  No te preocupes. No creo que se hayan dado cuenta. Andaban igual que

tú. [Risas]
Marcelo  Aún así, siento que sería lo mejor hablar con ellos.
Julia  En verdad que no es gran cosa. Si te disculparas, entonces ellos mismos

tendrían que hacer lo mismo.
Marcelo  Entonces tan siquiera deja me disculpo con tu hermana.
Julia  ¡¿Que qué?!

English

Marcelo  I want to apologize to your family for my behavior last night.
Julia  Don't worry about it. I don't think they noticed (have noticed). They

were just like you. [laughs].
Marcelo  Even so, I feel like it would be best to talk to them.
Julia  Really, it's not a big deal. If you apologized they would have to do the

same.
Marcelo  Then at least let me apologize to your sister.
Julia  What?

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
aun así even so phrase
verdad truth noun
sentir to feel, to sense, to be sorry verb

disculpar to forgive, to excuse verb
comportamiento behavior masc. noun

andar to walk, to go verb
tan siquiera at least

mejor better, best adjective, adverb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences
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No viene, aun así hay una posibilidad que se
presenten ya al final de la fiesta.

"He's not coming; even so, there's a possibility that
they'll show up at the end of the party."

Es verdad. "It's the truth."
Siento la perdida de tu tío. "I'm sorry about the loss of your uncle."
Voy a sentir dolor. "I'm going to feel pain."
Sentió bien estar con mi familia. "It felt good to be with my family."
Me gustaría que me disculpes. "I would like you to excuse me."
Quiero felicitarte por tu excelente comportamiento
durante la reunión.

"I want to congratulate you for your excellent
behavior during the meeting."

Anda a la clínica antes de que te pongas muy mal. "Go to the clinic before you become very ill."
Tan siquiera déjame despedirme de él. "At least let me say bye to him."
Es una ciudad pequeña, o mejor dicho, es un gran
pueblo.

"It's a small city, or better yet, it's a large town."

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

disculpar ("to excuse," "to apologize")
This transitive ar verb means "to excuse oneself" or "to apologize." This is where the phrase disculpe 
("excuse me") originally comes from.

comportamiento  ("behavior")
This masculine noun refers to the behavior of a person. The corresponding verb, meaning "to behave
oneself," is comportarse.

andar  ("to walk," "to go," "to work")
The main meaning of this intransitive ar verb is "to walk," but it also has the meanings of "to work"
and "to go" (as in "to function").

tan siquiera ("even if," "at least")
The adverb tan by itself means "so," "such," or "such a," and the adverb siquiera by itself means
"even" or "at least," but when we put the two together, it means the same as siquiera. The tan is not
necessary, but it adds emphasis to the phrase.

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Present Perfect Subjunctive.
No creo que se hayan dado cuenta.
 "I don't think they noticed/they've noticed."
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We form the present perfect subjunctive by taking the present subjunctive of the auxiliary verb haber
+ the past participle of the main verb.
 
Conjugation
  Present  

Subjunctive  
of Haber

Past Participle  of
Main Verb

yo haya -AR------ado
-ER-------ido
-IR--------ido

tú hayas
él/ella/usted haya
nosotros/nosotras hayamos
vosotros/vosotras hayáis
ellos/ellas/ustedes hayan

 
Uses of the Present Perfect Subjunctive

We need to use the present perfect subjunctive when the main verb in the independent clause is in the
present, present perfect, future, or imperative tense and the subjunctive verb in the dependent clause
refers to a completed action or state in the past.
Let's look at some situations calling for the present perfect subjunctive. We use the present perfect
subjunctive to describe actions or states in the past in the following situations.
For Example:
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Situation Spanish "English"
Doubt Dudo que hayas

estado allí.
"I doubt you were
there/you've been
there."

Emotion Me alegra que hayan
venido.

"I'm glad you
came/you've come."

Denial No es cierto que
hayamos ido.  

"It's not true that we
went/we've been
there."

Wish Espero que hayan
pasado bien.

"I hope you
had/you've had a good
time."

Possible
non-reality

Buscan una persona
que haya trabajado
en Francia.

"They're looking for a
person who
worked/has worked in
France."

There are two possible translations in English for the present perfect subjunctive: the simple past or
the present perfect.

 
The Difference between the Present Perfect Subjunctive and the Present Subjunctive

We use both the present perfect subjunctive and the present subjunctive in the same types of clauses
and after the same tenses.
The difference is that we use the present subjunctive to describe simultaneous or future states or
actions, while we use the present perfect subjunctive to describe prior states or actions that have
already taken place.
For Example:

1. Present subjunctive:
No creo que hable.
"I don't think he'll speak."

2. Present perfect subjunctive:
No creo que haya hablado.
"I don't think he spoke/he's spoken."

 
Examples from This Dialogue 
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1.  No creo que se hayan dado cuenta.
"I don't think they noticed/they've noticed."

 
Sample Sentences

1. Es bueno que haya estudiado.
"It's a good thing that he studied/he's studied."

2. Dudo que Manuel haya participado en el evento.
"I doubt Manuel participated/has participated in the event."

3. No creo que lo hayas hecho.
 "I don't believe you did it/have done it."

Cultural Insight

Who Is Hosting the Lunch Party Today?

Meals at home in Latin American countries are known for being big events: it is not at all uncommon
to have a large group of friends and family over for lunch or dinner. Lunch is most commonly the
largest meal of the day, starting at around noon and lasting a couple of hours or sometimes all
afternoon! Because of this, dinner is usually held later on in the evening, from around seven or eight
o'clock. If you ever get the chance to eat lunch or dinner at a Latin American household, be prepared
for a feast!
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Spanish

Dolores  Venga. Le quiero enseñar algo tenebroso.
Camila  No, a mí no me lleve a ver esas cosas que después no puedo dormir.
Dolores  No sea miedosa y vayamos a que vea algo espantoso.
Camila  Mire, si me sigue insistiendo el susto se lo llevará usted por como

reaccionaré.
Dolores  Si ya estoy curada de espantos con ser su amiga.

English

Dolores  Come with me. I want to show you something spooky.
Camila  No, don't take me to see those kinds of things because later I won't be

able to sleep.
Dolores  Don't be a coward - let's go see something horrifying!
Camila  Look, if you keep on insisting, you'll be the one getting scared from

how I react.
Dolores  I've seen it all before being friends with you.

Vocabulary
Spanish English Class
enseñar to teach, show verb

venir to come verb
curar to cure
llevar to take verb

reaccionar to react
tenebroso dark, gloomy, spooky adjective
miedoso fearful adjective

espantoso(a) horrific, awful adjective
insistir to insist verb
susto fright masc. noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences
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"My professor teaches well."
Cuando vengas a casa, trae por favor un tarro de
leche.

"When you come, please bring a container of
milk."

Luis quiere estudiar medicina para poder curar la
enfermedad de su madre.

Luis wants to study medicine to be able to cure his
mother’s illness.

Toma el elevador al quinto piso Take the elevator to the fifth floor.
¿Comida para llevar? "Food to go?"
No sabía cómo reaccionar ante esta difícil
situación.

I didn’t know how to react faced with this difficult
situation.

Que sitio para más tenebroso. What a sinister place.
 No seas miedosa y acércate que no te va a pasar
nada.

Don’t be a coward and come closer because
nothing is going to happen to you.

Tu libro es espantoso, no eres buen escritor. "Your book is horrible, you aren't a good writer."
Javier insiste en ayudarme por más que yo no
quiera su ayuda.

Javier insists on helping me, no matter how much I
don't want his help.

Si tú insistes, te acompañaré a la fiesta. If you insist, I'll go with you to the party.
No vuelva a hacer eso que casi me mata de un
susto.

Don't do that again because you almost killed me
out of fright!

Vocabulary Phrase Usage

tenebroso  ("scary, dark, gloomy ")
This adjective is often used to describe usually a place that looks scary. To make it feminine we change
it to tenebrosa.

miedoso  ("fearful,frighten, scared, coward")
This word functions as both an adjective and a noun - when we use miedoso as an adjective, it means "
fearful, frighten or scared". If we use it as a noun, then it means "coward" or "fearful person". To make
it feminine, then we use miedosa.

espantoso ("awful, terrible, frightening, dire, dreadful, horrific, hideous")
This adjective is used very often and although there are many different translations for it, remember
that is best to use it when we want to describe something or someone that is very ugly and/or horrible.

insistir ("to insist")
Insistir is an ir-verb verb that means "insist" and is a cognate with the English word.

susto (fright, fear, shock)
This noun usually translates to "fright". One common expression using this word is dare un susto, "to
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become afraid"/"to get scared".

 

Grammar Points

The focus of this lesson is Formal Commands
Venga, le quiero enseñar algo tenebroso.
 "Come with me. I want to show you something spooky."

Commands or the Imperative mood are used when giving orders, warnings, to implore or give
directions.
 
When we want to tell someone to do something in Spanish and we want to do it politely, we use the
formal form of "you" Usted and "plural you" Ustedes.
 
In English, we make no such distinctions between formal and informal "you", which may be why we
use more 'please' and 'thank yous' when using the imperative.
 
Example:
Pare. ("Stop."), or more commonly: "Please stop.", if we wish to be polite.
 
Let's look at how to conjugate in the imperative using the formal "you"
 
Imperative -AR verbs
  Affirmative  Negative
Usted pare no pare
Ustedes paren no paren

 
Imperative -ER and -IR verbs
  Affirmative Negative
Usted coma no coma
Ustedes coman no coman 
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The formal commands are formed in the same way as the present subjunctive.
We start with the yo form in the present indicative, then we drop the -o ending, and add the following
endings:
 
-for -AR verbs, change the ending to -e (for usted) -en (for ustedes).
-for -ER verbs and -IR verbs, change it for -a (for usted) and -an (for ustedes).
 
The same holds true for irregular verbs and stem-changing verbs.
Examples: 
 
Irregular verbs in Imperative 
  -AR -ER -IR
Usted contar-cuente tener-tenga salir-salga
Ustedes contar-cuenten tener-tengan salir-salgan

 
 
Here are some more irregular verbs. Note that the same rule applies to the endings:
 
-Dar (de, den)
-Estar (este,esten)
-Ir (vaya, vayan)
-Ser (sea,sean)
-Saber (sepa, sepan)
 
 
Cultural differences:
As we have seen before, the Informal or familiar form of "you" (tú) is used when talking to friends
and the formal one is used with people we don't know, those who are older, and to show respect in
general. This is why the formal commands are called polite commands.
 
Having said that, in certain Spanish-speaking countries, particularly in Central America, the singular
formal "you" Usted is commonly used amongst friends (as in the dialogue above) and in South
American countries the formal "plural you" Ustedes is used in preference to vosotros.
 
Subject pronouns
The subject pronouns are not necessary, although they add even more formality or politeness.
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Example:
Entre usted primero. ("You go in first.") is more formal or polite than just:
Entre primero ("Go in first.").
 
Examples from this dialogue
 

1. Venga, le quiero enseñar algo tenebroso.
"Come with me. I want to show you something spooky."

 
Sample Sentences
 

 
1. Cuente usted conmigo.

"Count on me."
2. Tengan ustedes un buen viaje.

"Have a nice trip".
3. Doble a la derecha cuando llegue al semáforo.

"Turn right when you get to the lights."

Cultural Insight

Espanto in English is "fright", and in the dialogue we have the phrase curada de espantos, which is
heard a lot in Spanish. First, curada comes from the verb curar ("to cure") and means "cured". It is
most often used to talk about being cured of the flu or of a different illness, but it also used with the
word espantos in the phrase curada de espantos. This literally means "to be cured of fright", but if
usually used to mean "to be used to (something)", or "to have seen it all before".
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